
Student   Name: Teacher:  

5th   Grade   At-Home   Learning   Activities  
The   following   learning   plans   are   designed   to   help   you   carry   on   with   your   learning   while   school   is   not   in   session.   You   may   work   on   the  

activities   independently   or   with   an   adult.   Feel   free   to   complete   in   any   order.   It   is   important   that   parents   or   children   do   not   feel  
overwhelmed.    If   you   are   feeling   overwhelmed,   reach   out   to   your   child’s   teacher   for   assistance.  

 

Friday,   May   1  

CONTENT   AREA  ACTIVITY  
PARENT   INITIAL  

WHEN   COMPLETED  

Reading/Writing  
 
 

Use   today   to   complete   your   Opinion   Essay   under   the   section   entitled    Exit   Slip  
and   make   sure   the   document   has   either   been   photographed   or   shared   with  
your   teacher   in   Google   Docs   ( tcorley@lexrich5.org    or     jbebber@lexrich5.org ).   
 
Be   sure   to   revise   and   edit   your   Essay   using   the   Grading   Guidelines   below:  
Students   essay   is   well   organized:  
*has   an   introduction   that   states   a   claim.  
*supports   the   claim   using   a   variety   of   facts   and   details   (including   paraphrased   or   summarized  
facts/details   and   quotes   from   the   text)  
*groups   related   reasons   and   supporting   evidence   in   multiple   paragraphs.  
*uses   transitional   words/phrases   to   connect   information.  
*concludes   writing   using   a   statement   related   to   the   claim   presented.  
 
They   will   begin   grading   the   final   essays   on   Monday,   May   4.  

 

Math  Freckle   20   minutes:   Your   path   choice.   

Science   
Complete   any   work   from   this   week   and   turn   into   your   teacher~pictures   of   your  
work   (answers)   or   a   google   doc   that   has   been   shared.    All   questions   will   be  
graded   from   this   week.   

 

mailto:tcorley@lexrich5.org
mailto:jbebber@lexrich5.org


Social   Studies   
 

Each   question   is  
worth   two   points.  
Some   questions  

have   two   parts.   In  
that   case   each   part  
is   worth   one   point.     A  
weekly   grade   will   be  
given   based   on   the  
number   of   points  

earned.   10   points   for  
the   week   would  

equal   a   100.   

Watch    Mr.   Betts:McCarthyism  
Use   any   resources   including   your   textbook   if   you   have   it    and   the   internet   with   parent   supervision  
and   answer   the   following   questions   in   your/a   notebook.Send   me   your   answers   to   my   email  
address( daherrin@lexrich5.org    or    jbebber@lexrich5.org    ):  

1.   What   did   Senator   Joseph   McCarthy   believe   in   the   early   1950s?  
2.   His   accusations   and   investigations   became   known   as   McCarthyism.   What   were   the   results  
of   his   accusations   and   investigations?  
 

TED   TALK   McCarthyism:    https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N35IugBYH04  

 

Monday,   May   4  

CONTENT   AREA  ACTIVITY  
PARENT   INITIAL  

WHEN   COMPLETED  

Reading/Writing  
 

Each   question   this  
week   is   being  
checked   for  
completion:   each  
question   is   worth   1  
point,   except   on  
Friday.   (see   note  
there)  

 

1.)   Read   the   text   “The   Boy   With   Buttery   Hands.”  
Link   to   article:    https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/156-hcdH5QbdNBPG0UIuvXAT-S6F_JKmM  
 

2.)   Complete   the   following   items   a-c:  
 

a.   Think:    What   is   the   text   mainly   about?    Write   a   one   sentence   summary.  
 

b.   Who   is   the   main   character   and   what    two    adjectives   (words   that   describe)  
would   you   use   to   describe   him/her?    Provide   a   simple   explanation/evidence  
you   used   to   come   up   with   the   adjective   you   did.  
 

c.   What   is   the   main   conflict,   or   problem,   the   main   character   is   having?  
  

 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1mnH3U7ULiis5ONt0B6GzcW9-AJvmsU5E
mailto:daherrin@lexrich5.org
mailto:jbebber@lexrich5.org
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N35IugBYH04
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/156-hcdH5QbdNBPG0UIuvXAT-S6F_JKmM


To   access   a   Google   Document   where   you   can   type   these   answers,   go   to  
Google   Classroom   and   open   a   copy   of   your   very   own   there.  

Math  

Over   the   next   three   weeks   you   will   be   able   to   use   google   forms   to   complete  
all   of   your   math   lessons.    Only   the   quizzes   at   the   end   of   the   week    will   count  
as   a   grade.    The   other   lessons   are   for    optional   practice .    If   you   have   any  
questions   make   sure   you   email   your   math   teacher.    We   will   be   posting   helpful  
videos   in   google   classroom.    
Week   6   Monday     https://forms.gle/pBLfQNcd91tLNZnz5  

 

Science   

Watch   Matter   Changing   States   video   on  
Brainpop( https://www.brainpop.com/science/matterandchemistry/matterchang 
ingstates/ )   and   answer   this   question   in   a   google   doc   to   share   with   your  
teacher.    Create   one   document   for   the   week.    Please   date   it   and   use   a  
complete   sentence.    Each   daily   question   is   worth   10   points.    Question   1:  
According   to   the   video:    What   are   the   three   states   of   matter?  

 

Social   Studies   
 

Each   question   is  
worth   two   points.   A  
weekly   grade   will   be  
given   based   on   the  
number   of   points  

earned.   10   points   for  
the   week   would  

equal   a   100  

Watch    BrainPop:Cold   War    (You   do   not   need   to   answer   the   review   questions)  
Use   any   resources   including   your   textbook   if   you   have   it    and   the   internet   with   parent  
supervision   and   answer   the   following   questions   in   your/a   notebook.Send   me   your   answers   to  
my   email   address( daherrin@lexrich5.org    or    jbebber@lexrich5.org    ):  
1.   What   was   the   Cold   War?   
2.   What   was   the   purpose   of   NATO   during   the   Cold   War?  
 

Optional:   Feel   free   to   explore   the    NATO    website   and   basic   points   

 

Tuesday,   May   5  

https://forms.gle/pBLfQNcd91tLNZnz5
https://www.brainpop.com/science/matterandchemistry/matterchangingstates/
https://www.brainpop.com/science/matterandchemistry/matterchangingstates/
https://www.brainpop.com/socialstudies/ushistory/coldwar/
mailto:daherrin@lexrich5.org
mailto:jbebber@lexrich5.org
https://www.nato.int/nato-welcome/index.html


CONTENT   AREA  ACTIVITY  
PARENT   INITIAL  

WHEN   COMPLETED  

Reading/Writing  

1.)   Reread   the   text   “The   Boy   With   Buttery   Hands”   paying   specific  
attention   to   paragraphs   5-6.  

Link   to   article:    https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/156-hcdH5QbdNBPG0UIuvXAT-S6F_JKmM  
 

The   author   writes   in   paragraphs   4   and   5:  
 

He   flopped   onto   the   floor,   peeled   off   his   socks,   and   began   applying   the   butter.   He  
slathered   it   onto   his   feet   with   hands,   rubbing   it   in   like   a   car   collector   polishing   a   prized  
classic.   Once   his   feet   were   thoroughly   slippery,   he   stood   up   and   walked   slowly   to   the  
hallway   taking   care   to   put   his   feet   straight   down,   lest   he   slip   and   fall   on   his   face.   He  
stared   down   the   long   hallway,   spit   on   his   hands,   rubbed   them   together,   and   grabbed  
hold   of   the   doorframe.   He   leaned   back   and   thenThe   Boy   With   Buttery   Hands   yanked  
himself   forward,   hoping   to   launch   himself   down   the   hall   like   an   Olympic   ski-jumper.   
 
Instead,   he   fell   on   his   face.  
 

2.)   Complete   the   following   questions   related   to   the   text   above.  
 

What   was   the   author’s   purpose   in   including   this   information   in   the   story?  
 

How   does   the   scene   impact   the   plot?   (How   does   this   part   of   the   story   affect  
the   rest   of   the   story?)  
 

 

Math  Google   Form   assignment  
Tuesday        https://forms.gle/qomoCz7ZAj6e9kRbA  

 

Science   
Watch   Matter   Changing   States   video   on  
Brainpop( https://www.brainpop.com/science/matterandchemistry/matterchang 
ingstates/ )   and   answer   this   question   in   a   google   doc   to   share   with   your  

 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/156-hcdH5QbdNBPG0UIuvXAT-S6F_JKmM
https://forms.gle/qomoCz7ZAj6e9kRbA
https://www.brainpop.com/science/matterandchemistry/matterchangingstates/
https://www.brainpop.com/science/matterandchemistry/matterchangingstates/


teacher.    Please   date   it   and   use   a   complete   sentence.    Each   daily   question   is  
worth   10   points.    Question   2:    According   to   the   video:    What   is   the   definition   of  
matter?  

Social   Studies  
 

   Each   question   is  
worth   two   points.  
Some   questions  

have   two   parts.   In  
that   case   each   part  
is   worth   one   point.     A  
weekly   grade   will   be  
given   based   on   the  
number   of   points  

earned.   10   points   for  
the   week   would  

equal   a   100  

Watch   BrainPop:   Korean   War    (You   do   not   need   to   answer   the   quiz   questions)  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h1wFrXKanC0    History   Channel   5   Things   To   Know   
A   Kid   Explains   History:    https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6qsTgptIhlw  
Use   other   resources   including   your   textbook   if   you   have   it    and   the   internet   with   parent   supervision  
and   answer   the   following   questions   in   your/a   notebook.Send   me   your   answers   to   my   email  
address( daherrin@lexrich5.org    or    jbebber@lexrich5.org    ):  

1. Explain   the   importance   of   the   38th   parallel   in   the   Korean   War?  
2. What   were   the   final   results   of   the   Korean   Conflict?   Which   side   won?  

 

Wednesday,   May   6  

CONTENT   AREA  ACTIVITY  
PARENT   INITIAL  

WHEN   COMPLETED  

Reading/Writing  

1.)Review   the   text   “The   Boy   With   Buttery   Hands.”  
 

In   the   text,   the   author   writes,     “The   hallway   that   ran   down   the   middle   of   their   house  
was   long,   with   a   wood   floor   that   was   perfect   for   toy   cars   or   sliding   in   sock-footed   feet.”  
 

This   craft   technique   is   called    imagery    as   you   might   remember   from   our  
lessons   earlier   in   the   year.    How   does   the   author’s   use   of   imagery   impact   the  
reader?   

 

https://www.brainpop.com/socialstudies/ushistory/koreanwar/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h1wFrXKanC0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6qsTgptIhlw
mailto:daherrin@lexrich5.org
mailto:jbebber@lexrich5.org


Math  Google   Form   Assignment  
Wednesday        https://forms.gle/js4tczB4U2NYCATV6  

 

Science   

Watch   Matter   Changing   States   video   on  
Brainpop( https://www.brainpop.com/science/matterandchemistry/matterchang 
ingstates/ )   and   answer   this   question   in   a   google   doc   to   share   with   your  
teacher.    Please   date   it   and   use   a   complete   sentence.    Each   daily   question   is  
worth   10   points.    Question   3:    Describe   the   molecules   of   a   gas.  

 

Social   Studies   
Each   question   is  

worth   two   points.   A  
weekly   grade   will   be  
given   based   on   the  
number   of   points  

earned.   10   points   for  
the   week   would  

equal   a   100  

Explore:    Space   Race   For   Kids  
Watch:    https://www.history.com/topics/cold-war/the-space-race-video -   Has   answers   to   questions  
Mr.   Betts:Space   Race -   Optional  
A   Kid   Explains   History-   Space   Race:     https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6qsTgptIhlw -   optional   
Moon   Landing:    https://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/apollo/apollo11.html  
Use   other   resources   including   your   textbook   if   you   have   it    and   the   internet   with   parent   supervision  
and   answer   the   following   questions   in   your/a   notebook.Send   me   your   answers   to   my   email  
address( daherrin@lexrich5.org    or    jbebber@lexrich5.org    ):  

1. What   event   started   the   “space   race”   between   the   US   and   USSR?  
2. What   goal   did   President   Kennedy   set   for   the   US   by   the   end   of   the   1960s?  

 

Thursday,   May   7  

CONTENT   AREA  ACTIVITY  
PARENT   INITIAL  

WHEN   COMPLETED  

Reading/Writing  
Complete   the   Multiple   Choice   Questions   attached   (at   the   bottom)   for   the  
text   “The   Boy   With   Buttery   Hands.”  

 

Math  
 

Google   Form   Assignment  
Thursday        https://forms.gle/pFP4aPTqsT2GnzJx8  

 

https://forms.gle/js4tczB4U2NYCATV6
https://www.brainpop.com/science/matterandchemistry/matterchangingstates/
https://www.brainpop.com/science/matterandchemistry/matterchangingstates/
https://www.dkfindout.com/us/space/space-race/
https://www.history.com/topics/cold-war/the-space-race-video
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1g-dPDxwrmamAU9Gm_sddADVBSzecBm9S
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6qsTgptIhlw
https://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/apollo/apollo11.html
mailto:daherrin@lexrich5.org
mailto:jbebber@lexrich5.org
https://forms.gle/pFP4aPTqsT2GnzJx8


Science   

Watch   Matter   Changing   States   video   on  
Brainpop( https://www.brainpop.com/science/matterandchemistry/matterchang 
ingstates/ )   and   answer   this   question   in   a   google   doc   to   share   with   your  
teacher.    Please   date   it   and   use   a   complete   sentence.    Each   daily   question   is  
worth   10   points.    Question   4:   If   you   put   a   thermometer   in   a   pot   of   melting   ice,  
when   will   the   temperature   rise   past   zero?  

 

Social   Studies  
Each   question   is  

worth   two   points.   A  
weekly   grade   will   be  
given   based   on   the  
number   of   points  

earned.   10   points   for  
the   week   would  

equal   a   100  

Watch:    https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KEwCxguFpCE  
Mr.   Betts:   Cuban   Missile   Crisis   Explained  
Use   other   resources   including   your   textbook   if   you   have   it    and   the   internet   with   parent   supervision  
and   answer   the   following   questions   in   your/a   notebook.Send   me   your   answers   to   my   email  
address( daherrin@lexrich5.org    or    jbebber@lexrich5.org    ):  

1. What   started   the   Cuban   Missile   Crisis   between   the   US   and   the   USSR?  
2. What   two   efforts   were   made   to   avoid   such   a   crisis   in   the   future?  

 

Friday,   May   8  

CONTENT   AREA  ACTIVITY  
PARENT   INITIAL  

WHEN   COMPLETED  

Reading/Writing  
 

Written   theme   paragraph  
should   include   the  
theme   and   at   least   two  
supporting   details   from  
the   text   to   receive   all  
three   points.  

 
This   question   is  
worth   3   points.  

1.)   Review   the   text   “The   Boy   With   Buttery   Hands.”  
 

2.)   What   is   the   theme   of   “The   Boy   With   Buttery   Hands?”  
Be   sure   to   support   your   thinking   with  
evidence   from   the   text.   
 

Remember,   the   theme   is   the   message   the   author   wants   us   to  
take   away   from   the   text-   it’s   normally   what   the   main   character  
learns   as   well.    Review   the   video   “Determine   the   theme   of   a  
story”   to   help   you.  

 

https://www.brainpop.com/science/matterandchemistry/matterchangingstates/
https://www.brainpop.com/science/matterandchemistry/matterchangingstates/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KEwCxguFpCE
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1hJS9SppHQwpZcJg05Ii5wGUTNaOkGTr1
mailto:daherrin@lexrich5.org
mailto:jbebber@lexrich5.org


Determine   the   theme   of   a   story   |   LearnZillion  

Math  

Google   Form   Assignment   Quiz:   This   will   be   graded.   Make   sure   you  
check   over   your   work.    You   will   NOT   be   allowed   to   change   your  
answers:)  
Friday        https://forms.gle/yzAM7veZqtDmmJoo8  

 

Science   
Complete   any   work   from   this   week   and   turn   into   your   teacher~pictures   of   your  
work   (answers)   or   a   google   doc   that   has   been   shared.    All   four   questions   will  
be   graded   from   this   week,   each   worth   10   points.   

 

Social   Studies  
   Each   question   is  

worth   two   points.   A  
weekly   grade   will   be  
given   based   on   the  
number   of   points  

earned.   10   points   for  
the   week   would  

equal   a   100  

Watch    BrainPop:Vietnam   War    (You   do   not   need   to   answer   the   review   questions)  
Watch    Mr.   Betts:   Vietnam   War  
Use   other   resources   including   your   textbook   if   you   have   it    and   the   internet   with   parent   supervision  
and   answer   the   following   questions   in   your/a   notebook.Send   me   your   answers   to   my   email  
address( daherrin@lexrich5.org    or    jbebber@lexrich5.org    ):  

1. Like   the   Korean   Conflict,   the   US   was   trying   to   contain   the   spread   of   what   in   the   Vietnam  
War?  

2. What   was   the   end   result   of   the   Vietnam   War?  

 

Monday,   May   11  

CONTENT   AREA  ACTIVITY  
PARENT   INITIAL  

WHEN   COMPLETED  

Reading/Writing  
 

Each   question   this  
week   is   being  
checked   for  
completion:   each  

This   week   you   will   read   two   Informational   Texts.  
1.)Read   the   text ,   “ Honoring   King .”   

 

2.)Complete   the   following   items   a-b.   

 

https://learnzillion.com/lesson_plans/5053-determine-the-theme-of-a-story/?wvideo=63p56feaft
https://forms.gle/yzAM7veZqtDmmJoo8
https://www.brainpop.com/socialstudies/ushistory/vietnamwar/
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1m8r2ehpc8yrhx21rYlR3mVYT4CPLojEO
mailto:daherrin@lexrich5.org
mailto:jbebber@lexrich5.org
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xdrKlYcptlCNDEyMJTPU4ObFsQrgb-cS/view?usp=sharing


question   is   worth   1  
point.  

 

a. What   is   the   text   mainly   about?   (Write   a   one   to   two   sentence  
summary.)  

b. According   to   his   famous   speech,   what   was   Martin   Luther   King  
Jr.’s   dream?   Use   evidence   from   the   text   to   support   your   answer.   

Math  

Only   the   quizzes   at   the   end   of   the   week    will   count   as   a   grade.    The   other  
lessons   are   for    optional   practice .    If   you   have   any   questions   make   sure   you  
email   your   math   teacher.    We   will   be   posting   helpful   videos   in   google  
classroom.    
 
Google   Form   Assignment  
Monday        https://forms.gle/ECg8AeWhXTCHxTSP6  

 

Science   

Watch   Forces   video   on   Brainpop  
( https://www.brainpop.com/science/energy/forces/ )    and   answer   this   question  
in   a   google   doc   to   share   with   your   teacher.   Create   one   document   for   the  
week.    Please   date   it   and   use   a   complete   sentence.    Each   daily   question   is  
worth   10   points.    Question   1:    According   to   the   video:    Are   all   forces   balanced  
or   unbalanced?  

 

Social   Studies   
 

Each   question   is  
worth   two   points.   A  
weekly   grade   will   be  
given   based   on   the  
number   of   points  

earned.   10   points   for  

Watch    BrainPop:   Brown   vs.   Board   of   Education   of   Topeka    (You   do   not   need   to   answer   the   review  
questions)  
Watch    BrainPop:   Civil   Rights    (You   do   not   need   to   answer   the   review   questions)  
Use   other   resources   including   your   textbook   if   you   have   it    and   the   internet   with   parent   supervision  
and   answer   the   following   questions   in   your/a   notebook.Send   me   your   answers   to   my   email  
address( daherrin@lexrich5.org    or    jbebber@lexrich5.org    ):  

1. What   are   “civil   rights”?  
2. Why   was   Rosa   Parks   important   to   the   civil   rights   movement?   

 

https://forms.gle/ECg8AeWhXTCHxTSP6
https://www.brainpop.com/science/energy/forces/
https://www.brainpop.com/socialstudies/ushistory/brownvsboardofeducationoftopeka/
https://www.brainpop.com/socialstudies/ushistory/civilrights/
mailto:daherrin@lexrich5.org
mailto:jbebber@lexrich5.org


the   week   would  
equal   a   100  

Tuesday,   May   12  

CONTENT   AREA  ACTIVITY  
PARENT   INITIAL  

WHEN   COMPLETED  

Reading/Writing  

1. Read   the   text,   “ Walking   Tall .”   
2. Complete   the   following   items   a-b:   
a. Ruby   Bridges   was   one   of   the   first   African   Americans   to   do   what?  

(Answer   by   directly   quoting   from   the   text.)   
b. The   author   of   this   text   uses   a   variety   of   text   features.   Identify   one   text  

feature   and   explain   how   the   author   uses   it   to   support   the   overall  
meaning   of   the   text.   

 

Math  Google   Form   Assignment  
Tuesday        https://forms.gle/FKnnoPBP62uWoM3cA  

 

Science   

Watch   Forces   video   on   Brainpop  
( https://www.brainpop.com/science/energy/forces/ )    and   answer   this   question  
in   a   google   doc   to   share   with   your   teacher.    Please   date   it   and   use   a   complete  
sentence.    Each   daily   question   is   worth   10   points.    Question   2:    According   to  
the   video:    What   does   the   measurement   unit   N   stand   for?  

 

Social   Studies   
Each   question   is  

worth   two   points     A  
weekly   grade   will   be  
given   based   on   the  
number   of   points  

Watch    BrainPop:Martin   Luther   King,   Jr.    (You   do   not   need   to   answer   the   review   questions)  
Watch    BrainPop:   Malcolm   X    (You   do   not   need   to   answer   the   review   questions)Use   other   resources  
including   your   textbook   if   you   have   it    and   the   internet   with   parent   supervision   and   answer   the  
following   questions   in   your/a   notebook.Send   me   your   answers   to   my   email  
address( daherrin@lexrich5.org    or    jbebber@lexrich5.org    ):  
 

 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KOt7YbB6Hejd-Rgmn46RF2JDxroFTWN9/view?usp=sharing
https://forms.gle/FKnnoPBP62uWoM3cA
https://www.brainpop.com/science/energy/forces/
https://www.brainpop.com/socialstudies/ushistory/martinlutherkingjr/
https://www.brainpop.com/socialstudies/ushistory/malcolmx/
mailto:daherrin@lexrich5.org
mailto:jbebber@lexrich5.org


earned.   10   points   for  
the   week   would  

equal   a   100  
 

1. How   were   Martin   Luther   King,   Jr.   and   Malcolm   X   the   same?  
2. How   were   Martin   Luther   King,   Jr.   and   Malcom   X   different?  

Wednesday,   May   13  

CONTENT   AREA  ACTIVITY  
PARENT   INITIAL  

WHEN   COMPLETED  

Reading/Writing  

Review   the   text,     “ Honoring   King .”   
Use   this   text   to   answer   the   following   questions:   

Many   people   celebrate   King’s    legacy    on   Martin   Luther   King   Jr.   Day   with  
parades   and   other   events.   The   legacy   of   a   leader   is   something   he   or   she  
has   accomplished   that   would   benefit   future   generations.   For   King,   that  
meant   making   the   world   a   better   place.   Thousands   more   honor   King   by  
cleaning   parks,   volunteering   at   homeless   shelters,   and   participating   in  
other   community   service   projects.  

"Everybody   can   be   great   because   everybody   can   serve,"   King   once   said.  
By   taking   part   in   community   service   projects,   Americans   are   able   to   keep  
this   leader’s   dream   alive.   -Readworks.org  

Why   do   you   think   the   author   defined   the   word   legacy   in   this   passage?   
 

What   do   you   think   Martin   Luther   King   Jr.’s   legacy   is?   (Use   evidence   from   the  
text   to   support   your   answer)  
 

 

Math  Google   Form   Assignment  
Wednesday        https://forms.gle/yppET8xwV2LXeyzw5  

 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xdrKlYcptlCNDEyMJTPU4ObFsQrgb-cS/view?usp=sharing
https://forms.gle/yppET8xwV2LXeyzw5


Science   

Watch   Forces   video   on   Brainpop  
( https://www.brainpop.com/science/energy/forces/ )    and   answer   this   question  
in   a   google   doc   to   share   with   your   teacher.    Please   date   it   and   use   a   complete  
sentence.    Each   daily   question   is   worth   10   points.    Question   3:    According   to  
the   video:    If   you   drop   an   egg   off   of   the   Empire   State   Building,   will   the   drag  
increase   or   decrease?  

 

Social   Studies   
 

Each   question   is  
worth   two   points.   

   A   weekly   grade   will  
be   given   based   on  

the   number   of   points  
earned.   10   points   for  

the   week   would  
equal   a   100  

Watch    BrainPop:John   F.   Kennedy     (You   do   not   need   to   answer   the   review   quiz   questions)  
Watch    Mr.   Betts:John   F.   Kennedy  
Use   other   resources   including   your   textbook   if   you   have   it    and   the   internet   with   parent   supervision  
and   answer   the   following   questions   in   your/a   notebook.Send   me   your   answers   to   my   email  
address( daherrin@lexrich5.org    or    jbebber@lexrich5.org    ):  

1. How   was   President   John   F.   Kennedy   important   to   the   civil   rights   movement?  
2. What   happened   to   President   Kennedy   and   his   brother?  

 

Thursday,   May   14  

CONTENT   AREA  ACTIVITY  
PARENT   INITIAL  

WHEN   COMPLETED  

Reading/Writing  

Review   the   text,   “ Walking   Tall ”   and   the   following   video  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7kWGQ-_ipBY    on   text   structures.   
 

Use   the   text   to   answer   the   following   questions.   
 

1.)What   text    structures    are   used   in   the   design   of   the   article   Walking   Tall?  
 

2.)Why   do   you   think   the   author   chose   to   present   information   in   this   way?   
 

 

https://www.brainpop.com/science/energy/forces/
https://www.brainpop.com/socialstudies/ushistory/johnfkennedy/
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1GHacrMInWTCC-e8xxCJMpjd-n_0rLLWC
mailto:daherrin@lexrich5.org
mailto:jbebber@lexrich5.org
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KOt7YbB6Hejd-Rgmn46RF2JDxroFTWN9/view?usp=sharing
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7kWGQ-_ipBY


3.)The   author   provides   an   interview   with   Ruby   Bridges   at   the   bottom   of   the  
passage,   how   does   this   interview   support   the   central   idea   of   the   text?   

Math  Google   Form   Assignment  
Thursday        https://forms.gle/qfBtSjfJECSpsi7x8  

 

Science   

Watch   Forces   video   on   Brainpop  
( https://www.brainpop.com/science/energy/forces/ )    and   answer   this   question  
in   a   google   doc   to   share   with   your   teacher.    Please   date   it   and   use   a   complete  
sentence.    Each   daily   question   is   worth   10   points.    Question   4:   True   or  
False?/Unbalanced   forces   lead   to   a   change   in   speed   or   direction.   

 

Social   Studies   
 

Each   question   is  
worth   two   points.   A  
weekly   grade   will   be  
given   based   on   the  
number   of   points  

earned.   10   points   for  
the   week   would  

equal   a   100  

Watch:   Civil   Rights   Act:    https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WKEGou1zPII  
             Voting   Rights   Act:    https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vQ2j8zSxPgU  
Use   other   resources   including   your   textbook   if   you   have   it    and   the   internet   with   parent   supervision  
and   answer   the   following   questions   in   your/a   notebook.Send   me   your   answers   to   my   email  
address( daherrin@lexrich5.org    or    jbebber@lexrich5.org    ):  

1. What   did   the   Civil   Rights   Act   of   1964   do?   
2. What   did   the   Voting   Act   of   1965   do?  

 

The   60s   were   a   time   of   great   turmoil   in   the   United   States.   Here   is    The   Beatles   -   Help  
  music   video   to   lighten   things   up.   

 

Friday,   May   15  

CONTENT   AREA  ACTIVITY  
PARENT   INITIAL  

WHEN   COMPLETED  

Reading/Writing  
 

 

Review   both   articles,    “ Walking   Tall ”   and   “ Honoring   King .”   
 

Use   both   texts   to   answer   the   following   questions:   
 

 

https://forms.gle/qfBtSjfJECSpsi7x8
https://www.brainpop.com/science/energy/forces/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WKEGou1zPII
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vQ2j8zSxPgU
mailto:daherrin@lexrich5.org
mailto:jbebber@lexrich5.org
https://drive.google.com/open?id=10D_VMG7cCkesO11qhu5jPVfmLt2w0wMw
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KOt7YbB6Hejd-Rgmn46RF2JDxroFTWN9/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xdrKlYcptlCNDEyMJTPU4ObFsQrgb-cS/view?usp=sharing


1.)   What   did   both   Martin   Luther   King   Jr.   and   Ruby   Bridges   believe   in   and  
support?   Use   information   from   both   articles   to   support   your   answer.  
 

2.)Think   about   what   “Honoring   King”   tells   you   about   Martin   Luther   King   Jr.’s  
legacy.   What   might   Ruby   Bridges’s   legacy   be?   Support   your   answer   with  
information   from   one   or   both   articles.  

Math  

Google   Form   Assignment   Quiz:   This   will   be   graded.   Make   sure   you   check   over   your  
work.    You   will   NOT   be   allowed   to   change   your   answers:)  
 

Friday        https://forms.gle/pBa9LoyqQeAbuqiJ8  

 

Science   
Complete   any   work   from   this   week   and   turn   into   your   teacher~pictures   of   your  
work   (answers)   or   a   google   doc   that   has   been   shared.    All   four   questions   will  
be   graded   from   this   week,   each   worth   10   points.   

 

Social   Studies   
 

Each   question   is  
worth   two   points.   A  
weekly   grade   will   be  
given   based   on   the  
number   of   points  

earned.   10   points   for  
the   week   would  

equal   a   100  

End   of   the   Cold   War:    https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qZdijf1U7OY    -   has   answers   in   first   3  
minutes.   
Rise   and   Fall   of   the   Berlin   Wall   TED:    https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A9fQPzZ1-hg  
Use   other   resources   including   your   textbook   if   you   have   it    and   the   internet   with   parent   supervision  
and   answer   the   following   questions   in   your/a   notebook.Send   me   your   answers   to   my   email  
address( daherrin@lexrich5.org    or    jbebber@lexrich5.org    ):  

1. What   happened   to   the   Soviet   Union   (USSR)   in   1991?  
2. What   country   was   considered   the   only   “superpower”   starting   in   the   1990s?  

 

Monday,   May   18  

CONTENT   AREA  ACTIVITY  
PARENT   INITIAL  

WHEN   COMPLETED  

https://forms.gle/pBa9LoyqQeAbuqiJ8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qZdijf1U7OY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A9fQPzZ1-hg
mailto:daherrin@lexrich5.org
mailto:jbebber@lexrich5.org


Reading/Writing  
 

Each   question   this  
week   is   being  
checked   for  
completion:   each  
question   is   worth   1  
point,   except   on  
Friday.   (see   note  
there)  

This   week   you   will   read   two   poems  
Read   poem   #1:   “Where   the   Sidewalk   Ends”   by   Shel   Silverstein.  
Answer   the   following   questions:  

1.)What   is   the   poem   mainly   about?    Write   a   one   to   two   sentence   summary.  
2.)How   does   the   author   describe   the   place   where   the   sidewalk   ends?   Use  

evidence   from   the   poem   to   support   your   answer.  
 

 

Math  

Google   Form   Assignment  
Only   the   quizzes   at   the   end   of   the   week    will   count   as   a   grade.    The   other  
lessons   are   for    optional   practice .    If   you   have   any   questions   make   sure   you  
email   your   math   teacher.    We   will   be   posting   helpful   videos   in   google  
classroom.    
 
This   week   you   will   only   work   on   practice   for   2   days.    Your   quiz   will   be   on  
Wednesday.   
 

Monday         https://forms.gle/figriXzcepnByFnbA  

 

Science   

Watch   Newton’s   Laws   of   Motion   video   on   Brainpop  
( https://www.brainpop.com/science/motionsforcesandtime/newtonslawsofmoti 
on/ )    and   answer   this   question   in   a   google   doc   to   share   with   your   teacher.  
Create   one   document   for   the   week.    Please   date   it   and   use   a   complete  
sentence.    Each   daily   question   is   worth   10   points.    Question   1:    According   to  
the   video:    If   you   are   traveling   in   your   car,   and   the   driver   slams   on   the   brakes,  
will   you   stop   moving   or   continue   to   move   forward?   

 

https://forms.gle/figriXzcepnByFnbA
https://www.brainpop.com/science/motionsforcesandtime/newtonslawsofmotion/
https://www.brainpop.com/science/motionsforcesandtime/newtonslawsofmotion/


Social   Studies  
 

Each   question   is  
worth   two   points.   A  
weekly   grade   will   be  
given   based   on   the  
number   of   points  

earned.   10   points   for  
the   week   would  

equal   a   100  
 
 
 

Watch   OPEC:    https://www.cnbc.com/video/2018/06/20/what-is-opec.html  
Use   other   resources   including   your   textbook   if   you   have   it    and   the   internet   with   parent   supervision  
and   answer   the   following   questions   in   your/a   notebook.Send   me   your   answers   to   my   email  
address( daherrin@lexrich5.org    or    jbebber@lexrich5.org    ):  
 
 

1. Saudi   Arabia,   Iran   and   Iraq   are   considered   to   be   part   of   what   region   of   the   world?  
2. This   region   of   the   world   has   a   large   reserve   of   what   natural   resource   which   makes   it  

important   for   the   rest   of   the   world?  

 

Tuesday,   May   19  

CONTENT   AREA  ACTIVITY  
PARENT   INITIAL  

WHEN   COMPLETED  

Reading/Writing  

Reread   poem   #1:   “Where   the   Sidewalk   Ends”   by   Shel   Silverstein.  
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1lsQuF4sp8s-CcksE00unKo3aJUArnEfj  
Answer   the   following   questions:  

1.)   In   Stanzas   1   and   3,   the   author   talks   about   the   place   where   the   sidewalk  
ends,   but   in   Stanza   2   he   writes   about   “this   place.”    How   do   these   two  
locations   differ?   Use   evidence   from   the   poem   to   support   your   answer.  
 

2.) In   the   text   Silverstein   writes,   “We   shall   walk   with   a   walk   that   is  
measured   and   slow.”    What   do   you   think   he   means    and    how   does   it  
contribute   to   the   overall   tone   of   the   poem?  

 

Math  Google   Form   Assignment  
Tuesday        https://forms.gle/aYnhDFYjbwezBedo6  

 

https://www.cnbc.com/video/2018/06/20/what-is-opec.html
mailto:daherrin@lexrich5.org
mailto:jbebber@lexrich5.org
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1lsQuF4sp8s-CcksE00unKo3aJUArnEfj
https://forms.gle/aYnhDFYjbwezBedo6


Science   

Watch   Newton’s   Laws   of   Motion   video   on   Brainpop  
( https://www.brainpop.com/science/motionsforcesandtime/newtonslawsofmoti 
on/ )    and   answer   this   question   in   a   google   doc   to   share   with   your   teacher.  
Create   one   document   for   the   week.    Each   daily   question   is   worth   10   points.  
Please   date   it   and   use   a   complete   sentence.    Question   2:    According   to   the  
video:    What   is   Newton’s   first   law?   

 

Social   Studies   
 

Each   question   is  
worth   two   points.   

A   weekly   grade   will  
be   given   based   on  

the   number   of   points  
earned.   10   points   for  

the   week   would  
equal   a   100  

See   Modern   Day   PowerPoint   on   Google   Classroom  
Use   other   resources   including   your   textbook   if   you   have   it    and   the   internet   with   parent   supervision  
and   answer   the   following   questions   in   your/a   notebook.Send   me   your   answers   to   my   email  
address( daherrin@lexrich5.org    or    jbebber@lexrich5.org    ):  

1. What   country   invaded   Kuwait   in   1990   which   started   the   first   Gulf   War   also   known   as  
Operation   Desert   Storm?  

2. This   country   invaded   Kuwait   to   gain   control   over   what?  

 

Wednesday,   May   20  

CONTENT   AREA  ACTIVITY  
PARENT   INITIAL  

WHEN   COMPLETED  

Reading/Writing  

Reread   poem   #1:   “Where   the   Sidewalk   Ends”   by   Shel   Silverstein.  
1.)   In   the   text   Silverstein   says,   “We’ll   go   where   the   chalk-white   arrows   go,   for  
the   children,   they   mark,   and   the   children,   they   know,   the   place   where   the  
sidewalk   ends.”  
  

What   do   you   think   he   meant   in   these   lines?  
 

2.)   Do   you   think   the   narrator,   or   speaker,   know   where   the   sidewalk   ends?  
Why   or   why   not?  
 

 

https://www.brainpop.com/science/motionsforcesandtime/newtonslawsofmotion/
https://www.brainpop.com/science/motionsforcesandtime/newtonslawsofmotion/
mailto:daherrin@lexrich5.org
mailto:jbebber@lexrich5.org


3.)   Do   you   think   “where   the   sidewalk   ends”   is   a   physical   place?    Explain.  

Math  

Google   Form   Assignment   Quiz:   This   will   be   graded.   Make   sure   you  
check   over   your   work.    You   will   NOT   be   allowed   to   change   your  
answers:)  
Wednesday    Quiz   Graded         https://forms.gle/MgR7snEW5TXepjru9  

 

Science   

Watch   Newton’s   Laws   of   Motion   video   on   Brainpop  
( https://www.brainpop.com/science/motionsforcesandtime/newtonslawsofmoti 
on/ )    and   answer   this   question   in   a   google   doc   to   share   with   your   teacher.  
Create   one   document   for   the   week.    Please   date   it   and   use   a   complete  
sentence.    Each   daily   question   is   worth   10   points.    Question   3:    According   to  
the   video:    What   causes   a   rolling   ball   across   a   rug   to   slow   to   a   stop?   

 

Social   Studies   
Each   question   is  
worth   two   points.  
Some   questions  

have   two   parts.   In  
that   case   each   part  
is   worth   one   point.     A  
weekly   grade   will   be  
given   based   on   the  
number   of   points  

earned.   10   points   for  
the   week   would  

equal   a   100  

Watch    BrainPop:September   11th    (You   do   not   need   to   answer   the   review   questions)  
Use   other   resources   including   your   textbook   if   you   have   it    and   the   internet   with   parent   supervision  
and   answer   the   following   questions   in   your/a   notebook.Send   me   your   answers   to   my   email  
address( daherrin@lexrich5.org    or    jbebber@lexrich5.org    ):  
 

1. What   was   Al   Qaeda?   Who   was   its   leader?  
2. What   happened   on   September   11,   2001?  

 

 

Thursday,   May   21  

https://forms.gle/MgR7snEW5TXepjru9
https://www.brainpop.com/science/motionsforcesandtime/newtonslawsofmotion/
https://www.brainpop.com/science/motionsforcesandtime/newtonslawsofmotion/
https://www.brainpop.com/socialstudies/ushistory/september11th/
mailto:daherrin@lexrich5.org
mailto:jbebber@lexrich5.org


CONTENT   AREA  ACTIVITY  
PARENT   INITIAL  

WHEN   COMPLETED  

Reading/Writing  

Poem   #2:   “Growing   Down”  
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1lsQuF4sp8s-CcksE00unKo3aJUArnEfj  
 
1.)   What   is   the   poem   mainly   about?   Write   a   1-2   sentence   summary.  
 

2.)   How   many   stanza   does   the   poem   have?    What   is   the   purpose   of   each  
stanza?  
 

3 .)   How   does   the   author   describe   Mr.   Brown   at   the   beginning   and   then   at   the  
end?    Use   specific   facts   and   details   from   the   text   to   support   your   answer.  
 

4.)   What   caused   the   change?  

 

Math  Freckle:       20   minutes   practice   Base   10   Path   

Science   

Watch   Newton’s   Laws   of   Motion   video   on   Brainpop  
( https://www.brainpop.com/science/motionsforcesandtime/newtonslawsofmotion/ )     and  
answer   this   question   in   a   google   doc   to   share   with   your   teacher.   Create   one  
document   for   the   week.    Please   date   it   and   use   a   complete   sentence.    Each  
daily   question   is   worth   10   points.    Question   4:    According   to   the   video:  
According   to   Newton’s   third   law,    what   happens   when   you   push   against   a   wall?   

 

Social   Studies   
 

Each   question   is  
worth   two   points.   
   A   weekly   grade  

will   be   given  
based   on   the  

number   of   points  

See   Modern   Day   PowerPoint   on   Google   Classroom   
Use   other   resources   including   your   textbook   if   you   have   it    and   the   internet   with   parent   supervision   and  
answer   the   following   questions   in   your/a   notebook.Send   me   your   answers   to   my   email  
address( daherrin@lexrich5.org    or    jbebber@lexrich5.org    ):  
 
1.After   September   11,   2001,   what   two   countries   did   the   US   take   military   action   against?  
2.   Which   of   these   two   countries   was   suspected   of   developing   weapons   of   mass   destruction?  

 

https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1lsQuF4sp8s-CcksE00unKo3aJUArnEfj
https://www.brainpop.com/science/motionsforcesandtime/newtonslawsofmotion/
mailto:daherrin@lexrich5.org
mailto:jbebber@lexrich5.org


earned.   10   points  
for   the   week  

would   equal   a   100  

 

Friday,   May   22  

CONTENT   AREA  ACTIVITY  
PARENT   INITIAL  

WHEN   COMPLETED  

Reading/Writing  
 

This   response   is  
worth   4   points.  
 
This   response  
should:  
*be   written   in  
paragraph   form   .  
*state   your   answer.  
*give   at   least    two  
reasons   to   support  
your   thinking  

Review   both   poems   and   watch   the   lesson   on   theme   in   Google   Classroom.  
 
After   watching   the   lesson   on   theme   for   the   poems   “Where   the   Sidewalk   Ends”  
and   “Growing   Down,”   what   do   you   think   Shel   Silverstein   is   trying   to   tell   us   about  
living?  

 

Math  

Fraction   Game   Practice:    20   minutes  
https://www.splashlearn.com/fraction-games-for-5th-graders?msclkid=7d6db4e0343f13 
57e46bea40e785a46b&utm_campaign=sb%3Aus%3Adesktop%3Adsa%3Asplashlearn& 
utm_content=sb%3Aus%3Adesktop%3Adsa%3Asplashlearn%7Csplashlearn_topic_ga 
mes&utm_medium=cpc&utm_source=bing&utm_term=games  

 

Science   
Complete   any   work   from   this   week   and   turn   into   your   teacher~pictures   of   your  
work   (answers)   or   a   google   doc   that   has   been   shared.    All   four   questions   will   be  
graded   from   this   week,   each   worth   10   points.   

 

Social   Studies  
 

Watch    BrainPop:   Memorial   Day    (You   do   not   need   to   answer   the   review   questions)   

https://www.splashlearn.com/fraction-games-for-5th-graders?msclkid=7d6db4e0343f1357e46bea40e785a46b&utm_campaign=sb%3Aus%3Adesktop%3Adsa%3Asplashlearn&utm_content=sb%3Aus%3Adesktop%3Adsa%3Asplashlearn%7Csplashlearn_topic_games&utm_medium=cpc&utm_source=bing&utm_term=games
https://www.splashlearn.com/fraction-games-for-5th-graders?msclkid=7d6db4e0343f1357e46bea40e785a46b&utm_campaign=sb%3Aus%3Adesktop%3Adsa%3Asplashlearn&utm_content=sb%3Aus%3Adesktop%3Adsa%3Asplashlearn%7Csplashlearn_topic_games&utm_medium=cpc&utm_source=bing&utm_term=games
https://www.splashlearn.com/fraction-games-for-5th-graders?msclkid=7d6db4e0343f1357e46bea40e785a46b&utm_campaign=sb%3Aus%3Adesktop%3Adsa%3Asplashlearn&utm_content=sb%3Aus%3Adesktop%3Adsa%3Asplashlearn%7Csplashlearn_topic_games&utm_medium=cpc&utm_source=bing&utm_term=games
https://www.splashlearn.com/fraction-games-for-5th-graders?msclkid=7d6db4e0343f1357e46bea40e785a46b&utm_campaign=sb%3Aus%3Adesktop%3Adsa%3Asplashlearn&utm_content=sb%3Aus%3Adesktop%3Adsa%3Asplashlearn%7Csplashlearn_topic_games&utm_medium=cpc&utm_source=bing&utm_term=games
https://www.brainpop.com/socialstudies/ushistory/memorialday/


   Each   question   is  
worth   two   points.   
   A   weekly   grade  

will   be   given  
based   on   the  

number   of   points  
earned.   10   points  

for   the   week  
would   equal   a   100  

Use   other   resources   including   your   textbook   if   you   have   it    and   the   internet   with   parent   supervision   and  
answer   the   following   questions   in   your/a   notebook.Send   me   your   answers   to   my   email  
address( daherrin@lexrich5.org    or    jbebber@lexrich5.org    ):  

1. Which   of   the   two   countries   in   question   one   from   Thursday   was   thought   to   be   hiding   Al  
Qaeda   and   its   leader?  

2. The   US   military   is   still   actively   engaged   in   combat   operations   today   in   which   of   the   two  
countries   in   question   one   from   Thursday?  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

mailto:daherrin@lexrich5.org
mailto:jbebber@lexrich5.org


Enrichment   Section  
This   section   of   the   packet   provides   enrichment   activities   for   the   remainder   of   the   school   year.    These   activities   are  
meant   to   continue   academic   support.   Please   return   this   part   of   the   completed   packet   at   the   beginning   of   the  
2020-2021   school   year.   

Tuesday,   May   26  

CONTENT   AREA  ACTIVITY  
PARENT   INITIAL  

WHEN   COMPLETED  

READING  Begin   Power2Change   Project-    Group   Project   or   Solo   (you   can   work   digitally  
online   with   your   friends   through   Google   Docs   or   Google   Slides   if   you   would   like.   
 

You   will   be   creating   your   own   organization/business/company   by   doing   your   best   to   make   a  
positive   impact   on   the   world.   Think   about   all   of   the   struggles   and   problems   with   society   today.  
Can   you   help   to   fix   a   problem?   
 

Ex.   (Beach   Clean   Up   organizations,   feeding   the   needing,   designing   masks   for   health   care  
workers,   raising   awareness   for   a   need,   etc.)   
 

See   Attached   Link   for   Directions   for   Power   PowerPoint  
https://drive.google.com/file/d/15840Eq-zqVCjc2GiCCEcYQi8rfGCMG1x/view?usp=shar 
ing  
 

Day   1:    Come   up   with   an   idea/business!    (5pts)   
1.) In   order   to   get   your   brain   thinking,   make   a   list   of   5   possible   struggles   that  

humans   have   in   today’s   world.  
• Talk   with   your   parents   about     various   companies   and   organizations   out   there   that   make  
positive   change   in   our   world.   
• What   are   some   of   the   groups   that   try   to   help   people?  

 

WRITING  

https://drive.google.com/file/d/15840Eq-zqVCjc2GiCCEcYQi8rfGCMG1x/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/15840Eq-zqVCjc2GiCCEcYQi8rfGCMG1x/view?usp=sharing


2.)   Which   problem   would   you   like   to   fix?   Which   problem   do   you   think   you   could  
positively   change?  

MATH  Freckle:    Your   choice   for   path   practice   20   minutes   

SCIENCE/SOCIA 
L   STUDIES  

Choose   one   game   of   force   and   motion   from   the   following   websites:  
http://interactivesites.weebly.com/physics-and-motion.html  

 

 

Wednesday,   May   27  

CONTENT   AREA  ACTIVITY  PARENT   INITIAL   WHEN   COMPLETED  

READING  Continue   Power2Change   Project  
See   Attached   Link   for   Directions   for   Power   PowerPoint  
https://drive.google.com/file/d/15840Eq-zqVCjc2GiCCEcYQi8rfGCMG1x/vie 
w?usp=sharingzm-SN_OqgHP/view?usp=sharing   
 

Day   2:     What   will   your   company,   organization,   or   group   do?  
Write   a   descriptive   paragraph   that   explains   in   detail   the   focus   of  
your   work.   See   the   questions   below   to   help   you   get   started.  
(10pts)   

• Will   it   help   people,   animals,   the   environment?  

• How   will   it   help   these?  

• Why   is   it   important   to   do   this?   

 

WRITING  

MATH  Freckle:    Your   choice   for   path   practice   20   minutes   

http://interactivesites.weebly.com/physics-and-motion.html
https://drive.google.com/file/d/15840Eq-zqVCjc2GiCCEcYQi8rfGCMG1x/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/15840Eq-zqVCjc2GiCCEcYQi8rfGCMG1x/view?usp=sharing


SCIENCE/SOCIA 
L   STUDIES  

Choose   one   game   of   force   and   motion   from   the   following   websites:  
http://interactivesites.weebly.com/physics-and-motion.html  

 

 

Thursday,   May   28  

CONTENT   AREA  ACTIVITY  PARENT   INITIAL   WHEN   COMPLETED  

READING  Continue   Power2Change   Project  
See   Attached   Link   for   Directions   for   Power   PowerPoint  
https://drive.google.com/file/d/15840Eq-zqVCjc2GiCCEcYQi8rfGCMG1x/vie 
w?usp=sharingP/view?usp=sharing   
 

Day   3:    What   is   your   mission   statement?   (5pts)    
• Does   your   company   have   a   motto?  

• Why   is   your   motto   important?  

• What   feelings   are   you   trying   to   build   in   your   viewers   of   your   mission   statement?   

 

WRITING  

MATH  

Fraction   Game   Practice   (20   minutes)  
https://www.splashlearn.com/fraction-games-for-5th-graders?msclkid=7d6 
db4e0343f1357e46bea40e785a46b&utm_campaign=sb%3Aus%3Adesktop 
%3Adsa%3Asplashlearn&utm_content=sb%3Aus%3Adesktop%3Adsa%3A 
splashlearn%7Csplashlearn_topic_games&utm_medium=cpc&utm_source 
=bing&utm_term=games  

 

SCIENCE/SOCIA 
L   STUDIES  

Choose   one   game   of   force   and   motion   from   the   following   websites:  
http://interactivesites.weebly.com/physics-and-motion.html  

 

 

Friday,   May   29  

http://interactivesites.weebly.com/physics-and-motion.html
https://drive.google.com/file/d/15840Eq-zqVCjc2GiCCEcYQi8rfGCMG1x/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/15840Eq-zqVCjc2GiCCEcYQi8rfGCMG1x/view?usp=sharing
https://www.splashlearn.com/fraction-games-for-5th-graders?msclkid=7d6db4e0343f1357e46bea40e785a46b&utm_campaign=sb%3Aus%3Adesktop%3Adsa%3Asplashlearn&utm_content=sb%3Aus%3Adesktop%3Adsa%3Asplashlearn%7Csplashlearn_topic_games&utm_medium=cpc&utm_source=bing&utm_term=games
https://www.splashlearn.com/fraction-games-for-5th-graders?msclkid=7d6db4e0343f1357e46bea40e785a46b&utm_campaign=sb%3Aus%3Adesktop%3Adsa%3Asplashlearn&utm_content=sb%3Aus%3Adesktop%3Adsa%3Asplashlearn%7Csplashlearn_topic_games&utm_medium=cpc&utm_source=bing&utm_term=games
https://www.splashlearn.com/fraction-games-for-5th-graders?msclkid=7d6db4e0343f1357e46bea40e785a46b&utm_campaign=sb%3Aus%3Adesktop%3Adsa%3Asplashlearn&utm_content=sb%3Aus%3Adesktop%3Adsa%3Asplashlearn%7Csplashlearn_topic_games&utm_medium=cpc&utm_source=bing&utm_term=games
https://www.splashlearn.com/fraction-games-for-5th-graders?msclkid=7d6db4e0343f1357e46bea40e785a46b&utm_campaign=sb%3Aus%3Adesktop%3Adsa%3Asplashlearn&utm_content=sb%3Aus%3Adesktop%3Adsa%3Asplashlearn%7Csplashlearn_topic_games&utm_medium=cpc&utm_source=bing&utm_term=games
https://www.splashlearn.com/fraction-games-for-5th-graders?msclkid=7d6db4e0343f1357e46bea40e785a46b&utm_campaign=sb%3Aus%3Adesktop%3Adsa%3Asplashlearn&utm_content=sb%3Aus%3Adesktop%3Adsa%3Asplashlearn%7Csplashlearn_topic_games&utm_medium=cpc&utm_source=bing&utm_term=games
http://interactivesites.weebly.com/physics-and-motion.html


CONTENT   AREA  ACTIVITY  PARENT   INITIAL   WHEN   COMPLETED  

READING  Continue   Power2Change   Project   
See   Attached   Link   for   Directions   for   Power   PowerPoint  
https://drive.google.com/file/d/15840Eq-zqVCjc2GiCCEcYQi8rfGCMG1x/vie 
w?usp=sharingzm-SN_OqgHP/view?usp=sharing   
 

As   you   think   about   your   company’s   mission,   think   about   where  
the   people/animals   experiencing   the   problems   are   located.  
Where   will   you   be   located   in   the   world   to   have   the   greatest  
impact   on   the   group   you   are   trying   to   help?   Use   the   questions  
below   to   help   you.    Then,   write   a   paragraph   naming   your  
location   and   explain   the   impact   that   location   will   have   on   your  
business/company/organization.   (5pts)   
• Will   you   locate   yourself   in   the   United   States   or   some   other   country?    Will   you   be   located   in   the  
city,   along   the   coast,   in   the   desert?   Using   a   map,   choose   a   location .   

*Why   are   you   located   here?  

• How   can   the   surrounding   community   better   support   you?  

• How   will   cost   affect   you   in   this   area?  

• Will   you   have   a   home   base/office/corporate   headquarters?   

 

WRITING  

MATH  Freckle:    Your   choice   for   path   practice   20   minutes   

SCIENCE/SOCIA 
L   STUDIES  

Choose   one   game   of   force   and   motion   from   the   following   websites:  
http://interactivesites.weebly.com/physics-and-motion.html  

 

 
 

Monday,   June   1  

https://drive.google.com/file/d/15840Eq-zqVCjc2GiCCEcYQi8rfGCMG1x/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/15840Eq-zqVCjc2GiCCEcYQi8rfGCMG1x/view?usp=sharing
http://interactivesites.weebly.com/physics-and-motion.html


CONTENT   AREA  ACTIVITY  PARENT   INITIAL   WHEN   COMPLETED  

READING  Continue   Power2Change   Project  
See   Attached   Link   for   Directions   for   Power   PowerPoint  
https://drive.google.com/file/d/15840Eq-zqVCjc2GiCCEcYQi8rfGCMG1x/vie 
w?usp=sharingm-SN_OqgHP/view?usp=sharing   
 

Day   5:     Who   will   help   you   in   this   endeavor?   Make   a   list   of   people  
that   you   will   need   in   order   to   help   you   accomplish   your  
company/organization/business’s   mission.   (5pts)    
• Will   you   have   volunteers?  

• Will   you   have   paid   employees?  

• How   will   you   get   volunteers   or   employees?  

• How   will   you   pay   them   (if   paid)?  

• Will   you   be   nonprofit?  

• What   will   your   staff   do?   

 

WRITING  

MATH  
Math   Games    Compare   Decimals   (20   Minutes)  
http://www.sheppardsoftware.com/mathgames/decimals/CompareDecimals 
.htm  

 

SCIENCE/SOCIA 
L   STUDIES  

Create   your   own   straw   rocket.    Take   a   picture   or   draw   your   rocket  
when   done.    Please   look   through   this   packet   for   the   instructions.  
https://docs.google.com/document/d/14rE7GxKokcaG0E3TvqGb94HL-4xGP-Pn 
Lq32UMhvAWc/edit  

 

 
 

Tuesday,   June   2  

https://drive.google.com/file/d/15840Eq-zqVCjc2GiCCEcYQi8rfGCMG1x/view?usp=sharinghzm-SN_OqgHP/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/15840Eq-zqVCjc2GiCCEcYQi8rfGCMG1x/view?usp=sharinghzm-SN_OqgHP/view?usp=sharing
http://www.sheppardsoftware.com/mathgames/decimals/CompareDecimals.htm
http://www.sheppardsoftware.com/mathgames/decimals/CompareDecimals.htm
https://docs.google.com/document/d/14rE7GxKokcaG0E3TvqGb94HL-4xGP-PnLq32UMhvAWc/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/14rE7GxKokcaG0E3TvqGb94HL-4xGP-PnLq32UMhvAWc/edit


CONTENT   AREA  ACTIVITY  PARENT   INITIAL   WHEN   COMPLETED  

READING  Continue   Power2Change   Project  
 

See   Attached   Link   for   Directions   for   Power   PowerPoint  
https://drive.google.com/file/d/15840Eq-zqVCjc2GiCCEcYQi8rfGCMG1x/vie 
w?usp=sharing  
 

Day   6:     What   resources   will   you   need?   Make   a   list   of   any  
resources/supplies   you   will   need   to   help   your  
company/organization/business   accomplish   your   goals.   (5pts)   
• Will   you   need   to   build   anything?  

• Will   you   be   making   anything?  

• What   tools   or   supplies   will   you   need   to   help   make   the   world   a   better   place?   

 

WRITING  

MATH  

Math   Games:   Place   Value   (20   minutes)  
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/learning-to-count/place-value-basketball  
Or  
http://www.math-play.com/football-math-decimals-place-value/football-mat 
h-decimals-place-value.html  

 

SCIENCE/SOCIA 
L   STUDIES  

Enjoy   playing   this   flight   game   on   BrainPop.  
https://www.brainpop.com/games/csiflightadventuresforcesofflight/  

 

 
 

Wednesday,   June   3  

CONTENT   AREA  ACTIVITY  PARENT   INITIAL   WHEN   COMPLETED  

READING  Continue   Power2Change   Project   

https://drive.google.com/file/d/15840Eq-zqVCjc2GiCCEcYQi8rfGCMG1x/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/15840Eq-zqVCjc2GiCCEcYQi8rfGCMG1x/view?usp=sharing
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/learning-to-count/place-value-basketball
http://www.math-play.com/football-math-decimals-place-value/football-math-decimals-place-value.html
http://www.math-play.com/football-math-decimals-place-value/football-math-decimals-place-value.html
https://www.brainpop.com/games/csiflightadventuresforcesofflight/


WRITING  

See   Attached   Link   for   Directions   for   Power   PowerPoint  
https://drive.google.com/file/d/15840Eq-zqVCjc2GiCCEcYQi8rfGCMG1x/vie 
w?usp=sharing  
 

Day   7:    Read   the   following   blog   post   about   logos:  
https://www.invictusstudio.com/blog/purpose-logos-matter/  
 
What   does   your   logo   look   like?   Create   a   design   (It   can   be   hand  
drawn   or   computer   designed-   be   creative!)    Consider   the  
questions   below   to   help   you   get   started.   (5pts)    
• What   symbolism   will   you   show?  

• What   makes   your   logo   stand   out?  

• What   programs   can   you   make   to   help   you   make   a   logo?   

MATH  
Math   Games:   Compare   Numbers  
https://www.sheppardsoftware.com/mathgames/placevalue/FSCompareNu 
mbers.htm  

 

SCIENCE/SOCIA 
L   STUDIES  

Watch    Mr.   Betts   American   Foreign   Policy   Review   1945-Today  
 

 

 
 

Thursday,   June   4   :   ½   Day  

CONTENT   AREA  ACTIVITY  PARENT   INITIAL   WHEN   COMPLETED  

READING  Continue   Power2Change   Project  
See   Attached   Link   for   Directions   for   Power   PowerPoint  

 
WRITING  

https://drive.google.com/file/d/15840Eq-zqVCjc2GiCCEcYQi8rfGCMG1x/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/15840Eq-zqVCjc2GiCCEcYQi8rfGCMG1x/view?usp=sharing
https://www.invictusstudio.com/blog/purpose-logos-matter/
https://www.sheppardsoftware.com/mathgames/placevalue/FSCompareNumbers.htm
https://www.sheppardsoftware.com/mathgames/placevalue/FSCompareNumbers.htm
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1c6jikYoLrOvj_2vL-TsXeFdZjdwXvFuU


https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xRq9_KDyNWeXA43Ye2Pyhzm-SN_OqgHP/ 
view?usp=sharing   
 

Day   8:     How   will   you   be   sure   you   can   change   the   world?   Write   a  
paragraph   explaining   your   thoughts.    Use   the   questions   below  
to   get   you   started.   (10pts)  
• How   do   you   know   that   your   project   will   not   fail?  

• What   characteristics   will   you   exemplify?  

• Backup   plan   if   something   goes   wrong?   

MATH  Freckle:    Your   path   choice   (20   minutes)   
SCIENCE/SOCIA 

L   STUDIES  
Watch    BrainPop:’60s   Folk  
Watch    BrainPop:Hip-Hop   and   Rap  

 

 
 

Friday,   June   5:   1/2  

CONTENT   AREA  ACTIVITY  PARENT   INITIAL   WHEN   COMPLETED  

READING  Complete   Power2   Change   Project   
 

See   Attached   Link   for   Directions   for   Power   PowerPoint  
https://drive.google.com/file/d/15840Eq-zqVCjc2GiCCEcYQi8rfGCMG1x/vie 
w?usp=sharing  
 

Day   9:    Turn   in    Presentation   or   Essay?   (50pts)   
• Quality   5   Paragraph   Essay   Google   doc   shared   with   teacher   answering  
each   slide   from   this   PPT  

 

WRITING  

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xRq9_KDyNWeXA43Ye2Pyhzm-SN_OqgHP/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xRq9_KDyNWeXA43Ye2Pyhzm-SN_OqgHP/view?usp=sharing
https://www.brainpop.com/socialstudies/ushistory/60sfolk/
https://www.brainpop.com/socialstudies/ushistory/hiphopandrap/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/15840Eq-zqVCjc2GiCCEcYQi8rfGCMG1x/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/15840Eq-zqVCjc2GiCCEcYQi8rfGCMG1x/view?usp=sharing


• Quality   Presentation   designed   for   the   Class   answering   each   slide   from   the  
PPT   

MATH  

Fraction   Games:    Operation   Practice   (20   Minutes)  
https://www.splashlearn.com/fraction-games-for-5th-graders?msclkid=7d6 
db4e0343f1357e46bea40e785a46b&utm_campaign=sb%3Aus%3Adesktop 
%3Adsa%3Asplashlearn&utm_content=sb%3Aus%3Adesktop%3Adsa%3A 
splashlearn%7Csplashlearn_topic_games&utm_medium=cpc&utm_source 
=bing&utm_term=games  

 

SCIENCE/  
SOCIAL  
STUDIES  

Watch    BrainPop:Richard   Nixon     (You   do   not   need   to   answer   the   review   questions)  
Watch    BrainPop:Ronald   Reagan     (You   do   not   need   to   answer   the   review   questions)  
Watch    BrainPop:Barack   Obama     (You   do   not   need   to   answer   the   review   questions)  

 

 

Packet   3,   Article   1:   Read   during   the   week   of   May   4-8.  

The   Boy   With   Buttery   Hands     by   W.M.   Akers   

[1]   It   was   on   a   rainy   afternoon   in   mid   July   when   Johnny   learned   not   to   cover   his   hands   in   butter.   He   was   stuck   in   a   summer   funk:   too  
bored   to   try   to   find   any   way   to   relieve   his   boredom,   too   sleepy   to   get   off   the   couch.   He   finally   found   the   energy   to   haul   himself   to   his   feet  
and   clomp   down   the   hallway   to   the   kitchen.   He   wasn't   hungry,   but   he   figured   he   might   as   well   look   at   some   food.   

The   hallway   that   ran   down   the   middle   of   their   house   was   long,   with   a   wood   floor   that   was   perfect   for   toy   cars   or   sliding   in   sock-footed  
feet.   But   on   a   rainy   summer   day,   Johnny   didn't   even   have   it   in   him   to   slide   down   the   hall.   

There   was   nothing   he   wanted   to   eat   in   the   pantry   and   nothing   in   the   fridge.   He   was   about   to   give   up   and   return   to   the   sofa   when   he   spied  
the   butter-sitting   out   in   a   butter   dish   beside   the   breadbox.   Softened   by   the   summer   humidity,   it   glistened   under   the   stove   light.   Now   that,  
Johnny   thought,   is   something   a   boy   could   have   fun   with.   

https://www.splashlearn.com/fraction-games-for-5th-graders?msclkid=7d6db4e0343f1357e46bea40e785a46b&utm_campaign=sb%3Aus%3Adesktop%3Adsa%3Asplashlearn&utm_content=sb%3Aus%3Adesktop%3Adsa%3Asplashlearn%7Csplashlearn_topic_games&utm_medium=cpc&utm_source=bing&utm_term=games
https://www.splashlearn.com/fraction-games-for-5th-graders?msclkid=7d6db4e0343f1357e46bea40e785a46b&utm_campaign=sb%3Aus%3Adesktop%3Adsa%3Asplashlearn&utm_content=sb%3Aus%3Adesktop%3Adsa%3Asplashlearn%7Csplashlearn_topic_games&utm_medium=cpc&utm_source=bing&utm_term=games
https://www.splashlearn.com/fraction-games-for-5th-graders?msclkid=7d6db4e0343f1357e46bea40e785a46b&utm_campaign=sb%3Aus%3Adesktop%3Adsa%3Asplashlearn&utm_content=sb%3Aus%3Adesktop%3Adsa%3Asplashlearn%7Csplashlearn_topic_games&utm_medium=cpc&utm_source=bing&utm_term=games
https://www.splashlearn.com/fraction-games-for-5th-graders?msclkid=7d6db4e0343f1357e46bea40e785a46b&utm_campaign=sb%3Aus%3Adesktop%3Adsa%3Asplashlearn&utm_content=sb%3Aus%3Adesktop%3Adsa%3Asplashlearn%7Csplashlearn_topic_games&utm_medium=cpc&utm_source=bing&utm_term=games
https://www.splashlearn.com/fraction-games-for-5th-graders?msclkid=7d6db4e0343f1357e46bea40e785a46b&utm_campaign=sb%3Aus%3Adesktop%3Adsa%3Asplashlearn&utm_content=sb%3Aus%3Adesktop%3Adsa%3Asplashlearn%7Csplashlearn_topic_games&utm_medium=cpc&utm_source=bing&utm_term=games
https://www.brainpop.com/socialstudies/ushistory/richardnixon/
https://www.brainpop.com/socialstudies/ushistory/ronaldreagan/
https://www.brainpop.com/socialstudies/ushistory/barackobama/


He   flopped   onto   the   floor,   peeled   off   his   socks,   and   began   applying   the   butter.   He   slathered   it   onto   his   feet   with   hands,   rubbing   it   in   like   a  
car   collector   polishing   a   prized   classic.   Once   his   feet   were   thoroughly   slippery,   he   stood   up   and   walked   slowly   to   the   hallway   taking   care  
to   put   his   feet   straight   down,   lest   he   slip   and   fall   on   his   face.   He   stared   down   the   long   hallway,   spit   on   his   hands,   rubbed   them   together,  
and   grabbed   hold   of   the   doorframe.   He   leaned   back   and   then   yanked   himself   forward,   hoping   to   launch   himself   down   the   hall   like   an  
Olympic   ski-jumper.   

[5]   Instead,   he   fell   on   his   face.   

"Ow!"   he   said,   and   tried   to   stand   up.   He   failed,   slipping   and   falling   again.   By   bracing   himself   in   the   middle   of   the   doorjamb,   he   was   able  
to   push   himself   to   his   feet.   Walking   carefully   again,   he   returned   to   the   kitchen-bruised,   thirsty   and   covered   in   butter.   

There   was   something   slightly   odd   about   the   way   that   Johnny   drank   water.   Ever   since   he   was   little,   he   preferred   not   to   drink   out   of   glasses.  
Instead   he   drank   cold   things   out   of   mugs,   because   it   made   it   hard   for   his   mom   to   notice   if   he   was   drinking   soda   when   he   wasn't   allowed.  
Like   everything   else   Johnny   did,   this   drove   his   sister   May   crazy.   

"Why   are   you   drinking   juice   out   of   that   mug?"   she   would   say.   "It's   going   to   get   all   sticky.   Use   a   glass,   like   a   normal   person!"   

She   got   particularly   upset   when   she   caught   him   drinking   out   of   her   favorite   mug,   a   purple   one,   covered   in   glitter,   which   said   "Best   Friends  
Forever."   May's   best   friend   at   camp   had   made   it   for   her   the   previous   summer,   and   she   used   it   only   on   special   occasions.   Johnny   thought  
this   was   stupid   since   he   didn't   know   of   any   camp   friends   who   stayed   close   for   a   whole   year,   much   less   forever.   Still,   he   respected   May's  
attachment   to   the   mug,   and   only   used   it   when   he   wanted   to   make   her   angry.   

[10]   But   today,   Johnny   wasn't   thinking.   If   he   had   been,   he   probably   wouldn't   be   covered   in   butter.   He   slipped   and   slid   his   way   into   the  
kitchen,   desperate   for   some   water,   and   reached   for   the   first   mug   he   saw.   It   slipped   through   his   fingers   and   shattered   on   the   floor.   

Maybe   May   and   her   camp   buddy   would   be   best   friends   forever,   but   their   mug   was   finished.   

"Oh   no,"   said   Johnny.   For   nearly   a   full   minute,   he   stared   at   the   mug   as   if   he   could   put   it   back   together   with   his   eyes.   It   didn't   work.   He  



flopped   his   way   around   the   kitchen   to   the   utility   drawer   and   rummaged   through   it   until   he   found   the   super   glue.   Like   every   tube   of   super  
glue   in   every   drawer   in   the   country,   it   had   dried   out,   gotten   crusty,   and   glued   itself   to   the   cabinet.   

"Oh   no!"   he   said.   

He   kept   rummaging   and   finally   found   a   jar   of   rubber   cement.   He   scanned   the   fine   print   on   the   back   of   the   label   until   he   found   the   words  
"non-toxic."   It   would   have   to   do.   

[15]   Johnny   let   himself   fall   to   the   ground,   then   scooched   his   way   over   to   the   shattered   mug.   Starting   with   the   base,   he   searched   for   shards  
that   would   match   the   jagged   angles   around   the   handle.   When   he   found   one,   he   unscrewed   the   rubber   cement,   which   is   no   easy   task   with  
hands   covered   in   butter.   It   was   just   like   putting   together   a   jigsaw   puzzle.   

Johnny   hated   jigsaw   puzzles.   

He   worked   piece   by   piece,   getting   rubber   cement   all   over   his   face,   hair   and   hands,   until   he   had   finally   assembled   something   that   looked  
vaguely   like   a   mug.   Clutching   it   in   both   hands,   he   raised   it   back   to   the   shelf   and   then   walked   as   slowly   as   possible   back   to   the   living   room  
and   the   sofa.   

He   had   liked   it   better   when   he   was   bored.  ReadWorks.org   ·   ©   2013   ReadWorks®,   Inc.   All   rights   reserved.   

 

 
The   Boy   With   Buttery   Hands   -   Comprehension   Questions   

Name:   ___________________________________   Date:   _______________   

1.    What   does   Johnny   put   on   his   hands   and   feet?   
A.   socks   
B.   tape   
C.   butter   
D.   chocolate   



 

2.    What   motivates   Johnny's   decision   to   put   butter   on   his   feet?   
A.   He   is   bored.   
B.   He   is   hungry.   
C.   He   is   angry.   
D.   He   is   lonely.   
 

3.    Johnny   thinks   that   putting   butter   on   his   feet   will   let   him   slide   quickly   down   the   hallway.   

What   evidence   from   the   passage   best   supports   this   conclusion?   

A.   "He   was   about   to   give   up   and   return   to   the   sofa   when   he   spied   the   butter-sitting   out   in   a   butter   dish   beside   the   breadbox."   

B.   "He   stared   down   the   long   hallway,   spit   on   his   hands,   rubbed   them   together,   and   grabbed   hold   of   the   doorframe."   

C.   "He   leaned   back   and   then   yanked   himself   forward,   hoping   to   launch   himself   down   the   hall   like   an   Olympic   ski-jumper."   

D.   "He   stood   up   and   walked   slowly   to   the   hallway   taking   care   to   put   his   feet   straight   down,   lest   he   slip   and   fall   on   his   face."   
 

4.    How   does   Johnny   most   likely   feel   about   putting   butter   on   his   feet   by   the   end   of   the   story?  

A.   He   enjoys   it.   
B.   He   is   nervous   about   it.   
C.   He   is   confused   about   it.   
D.   He   regrets   it.   
 

5.    What   is   this   story   mostly   about?   

A.   Johnny   puts   butter   on   his   feet   with   bad   results.   
B.   Johnny   puts   butter   on   his   feet   and   slides   down   the   hallway.   
C.   Johnny   breaks   his   sister   May's   mug   because   he   is   mad   at   her.   
D.   Johnny   tries   to   fix   May's   mug   with   superglue   and   rubber   cement.   



6.    Read   the   following   sentences:   "He   flopped   onto   the   floor,   peeled   off   his   socks,   and   began   applying   the   butter.   He    slathered    it  
onto   his   feet   with   hands,   rubbing   it   in   like   a   car   collector   polishing   a   prized   classic.   Once   his   feet   were   thoroughly   slippery,   he   stood  
up   and   walked   slowly   to   the   hallway."   

As   used   in   this   sentence,   what   does   the   word   " slathered "   mean?   

A.   removed   something   
B.   spread   something   thickly   
C.   cleaned   something   up   
D.   dried   something   off   

7.    Choose   the   answer   that   best   completes   the   sentence   below.   

Johnny   is   bored   on   a   rainy   summer   day,   _____   he   covers   his   feet   in   butter.   

A.   yet   
B.   like   
C.   after   
D.   so   

8.    What   is   "slightly   odd"   about   the   way   Johnny   drinks   water?   

 

9.    Explain   why   the   way   that   Johnny   drinks   water   is   important   to   the   plot   of   the   story.   

 

 

10.    The   passage   ends   with   the   following   sentence:   "He   had   liked   it   better   when   he   was   bored."   Explain   why   Johnny   feels   this   way  
by   using   evidence   from   the   passage.  ReadWorks.org   ·   ©   2020   ReadWorks®,   Inc.   All   rights   reserved.   
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Poems   for   Week   of   May   18-22  

#1:   WHERE   THE   SIDEWALK   ENDS     by   Shel   Silverstein    1974  

Sheldon   Allan   “Shel”   Silverstein   (1930-1999)   was   an   American   poet,   cartoonist,   and   author   of   children’s   books.   “Where   the   Sidewalk   Ends”  
is   a   poem   from   Silverstein’s   collection   by   the   same   name,   which   features   poems   alongside   illustrations.      As   you   read,   take   notes   on   how   the  
author   describes   "where   the   sidewalk   ends,"   and   consider   what   the   end   of   the   sidewalk   represents.  

There   is   a   place   where   the   sidewalk   ends  
and   before   the   street   begins,  
and   there   the   grass   grows   soft   and   white,  
and   there   the   sun   burns   crimson   bright,  

and   there   the   moon-bird   rests   from   his   

       flight  

to   cool   in   the   peppermint   wind.        "Where   the   Sidewalk   Ends"    by   Evil   Eye,   LLC   is   used   with   permission  

Let   us   leave   this   place   where   the   smoke   
        blows   black  
and   the   dark   street   winds   and   bends.  
Past   the   pits   where   the   asphalt   flowers   grow  

we   shall   walk   with   a   walk   that   is   measured   and   slow  

and   watch   where   the   chalk-white   arrows   go  

to   the   place   where   the   sidewalk   ends.  

Yes   we'll   walk   with   a   walk   that   is   measured   and   slow,  
and   we'll   go   where   the   chalk-white   arrows   go,  

for   the   children,   they   mark,   and   the   children,   they   know,  

the   place   where   the   sidewalk   ends.  

“Where   the   Sidewalk   Ends”   from   Where   the   Sidewalk   Ends,   ©   1974,   Evil   Eye,   LLC.   Reprinted   with   permission,   all   rights   reserved.  

https://www.commonlit.org/texts/where-the-sidewalk-ends


GROWING   DOWN      by   Shel   Silverstein2011  

Mix   a   grunt   and   a   grumble,   a   sneer   and   a   frown,  
And   what   do   you   have?   Why   old   Mr.   Brown,  
The   crabbiest   man   in   our   whole   darn   town.  
We   all   called   him   Grow-Up   Brown:  

[5] For   years   each   girl   and   boy   and   pup  
Heard   “Grow   up,   grow   up,   grow   up.”  
He’d   say,   “Why   don’t   you   be   polite?  
Why   must   you   shout   and   fuss   and   fight?  
Why   can’t   you   keep   dirt   off   your   clothes?  

[10] Why   can’t   you   remember   to   wipe   your   nose?  
Why   must   you   always   make   such   noise?  
Why   don’t   you   go   pick   up   your   toys?  
Why   do   you   hate   to   wash   your   hands?  
Why   are   your   shoes   all   filled   with   sand?  

[15] Why   must   you   shout   when   I’m   lying   down?  
Why   don’t   you   grow   up?”   grumped   Grow-Up   Brown.   
 

One   day   we   said   to   Grow-Up   Brown,  
“Hey,   why   don’t   you   try   growing   down?  
Why   don’t   you   crawl   on   your   knees?  

[20] Why   don’t   you   try   climbing   trees?  
Why   don’t   you   bang   on   a   tin-can   drum?  
Why   don’t   you   chew   some   bubble   gum?  
Why   don’t   you   play   kick-the-can?  
Why   don’t   you   not   wash   your   hands?  

[25] Why   don’t   you   join   the   baseball   team?  
Why   don’t   you   yell   and   jump   and   scream?  
Why   don’t   you   try   skipping   stones?  
Why   don’t   you   eat   ice   cream   cones?  
Why   don’t   you   cry   when   you   feel   sad?  

[30] Why   don’t   you   cuddle   with   your   dad?  
Why   don’t   you   have   weenie   roasts?  
Why   don’t   you   believe   in   ghosts?  
Why   don’t   you   have   pillow   fights?  
Why   don’t   you   sleep   with   your   teddy   at   night?  

[35] Why   don’t   you   swing   from   monkey   bars?  



Why   don’t   you   wish   on   falling   stars?  
Why   don’t   you   run   in   three-legged   races?  
Why   don’t   you   make   weirdie   faces?  
Why   don’t   you   smile,   Grow-Up   Brown?  

[40] Why   don’t   you   try   growing   down?”  
Then   Grow-Up   Brown,   he   scrunched   and   frowned  
And   scratched   his   head   and   walked   around,  
And   finally   he   said   with   a   helpless   sound,  
“Maybe   I   will   try   growing   down.”   
 

[45] So   Grow-Up   Brown   began   to   sing  
And   started   doing   silly   things:  
He   started   making   weirdie   faces  
And   came   in   first   in   three-legged   races.  
All   day   he   swung   from   monkey   bars,  

[50] All   night   he’d   lie   and   count   the   stars.  
He   tooted   horns,   he   banged   on   drums,  
He   spent   twenty   bucks   on   chewing   gum,  
He   went   to   all   the   weenie   roasts  
And   once   he   thought   he   saw   a   ghost  

[55 ] He   got   to   be   great   at   pillow   fights  
And   went   to   sleep   with   his   teddy   at   night.  
He   flew   a   kite,   he   kicked   a   can,  
He   rubbed   some   dirt   upon   his   hands.  
He   drew   some   pictures,   threw   some   stones,  

[60 ] Ate   forty-seven   ice   cream   cones.  
He   got   some   sand   between   his   toes,  
Got   a   loose   tooth   and   a   bloody   nose.  
He   got   a   dog,   they   rolled   in   mud.  
He   imitated   Elmer   Fudd.  

[65 ] He   climbed   a   roof   (though   no   one   asked),  
He   broke   his   wrist   —   he   wore   a   cast.  
He   rolled   down   hills,   he   climbed   up   trees,  
He   scuffed   his   elbows,   skinned   his   knees,  
He   tried   to   join   the   baseball   team;  

[70 ] When   they   said   no,   he   spit   and   screamed.  
He   cried   when   he   was   feeling   sad  
And   went   and   cuddled   with   his   dad.  
He   wore   a   hat   that   didn’t   fit,  



He   learned   just   how   far   he   could   spit,  
[75} He   learned   to   wrestle   and   get   tickled,  

Sucked   his   thumb,   he   belched   and   giggled.  
He   got   his   trousers   torn   and   stained,  
He   ran   out   barefoot   in   the   rain,  
Shouting   to   all   the   folks   in   town,  

[80} “It’s   much   more   fun,   this   growin’   down.”  
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
Science   Brainpop   Transcripts   in   case   the   website   is   not   working.  

MATTER   CHANGING   STATES   MOVIE   TRANSCRIPT  
 

A   squirt   gun,   an   ice   cube   tray,   and   some   ice   cubes   are   shown.   On   screen   text   reads:   The   Mysteries   of   Life   with   Tim   and   Moby.  
A   man,   Tim,   reads   from   a   typed   letter.  
TIM:   Dear   Tim   and   Moby,   What   happens   to   matter   when   it   changes   states?   Sincerely,   Robert.  
TIM:   I’d   be   happy   to   show   you,   Robert,   but   the   last   time   we   talked   about   the   different   states   of   matter,   Moby   was   an   absolute   menace.  
Tim,   and   a   robot,   Moby,   are   shown   in   a   kitchen.   Behind   them   there   is   a   counter   with   a   jar   and   a   toaster   on   it;   a   sink;   two   shelves   containing   jars   of  
spices;   and   a   shelf   containing   a   bowl,   two   glasses,   and   a   stack   of   plates.   Tim   is   wearing   a   T-shirt   with   a   graphic   on   it.   The   graphic   shows   three   circles  
arranged   as   the   vertices   of   a   triangle.   Lines   connect   the   circles   to   complete   the   triangle.   The   first   circle   contains   a   picture   of   a   cube.   The   second   circle  
contains   a   picture   of   a   puddle.   The   third   contains   a   picture   of   a   cloud.   Moby   frowns   and   looks   at   Tim.  
MOBY:   Beep!  
TIM:   You   promise?  
MOBY:   Beep!  
Moby   lifts   its   left   hand   with   2   fingers   raised   and   places   its   right   arm   across   its   chest.  
TIM:   No   squirting   me   with   water   guns,   or   dropping   ice   cubes   down   my   pants.  
MOBY:   Beep!  



Moby   is   shown.   It   shakes   its   head.  
TIM:   Okay   then.   Matter   is   anything   that   has   mass   and   takes   up   space.  
On   screen   text   reads:   matter.  
TIM:   And   the   basic   states   of   matter   are   solid,   liquid,   and   gas.  
A   portion   of   the   periodic   table   of   the   elements   is   shown   in   the   background.   As   Tim   says   “solid,”   a   circle   containing   a   cube   appears.   When   Tim   says  
“liquid,”   a   circle   containing   a   puddle   appears.   When   he   says   “gas,”   a   circle   containing   a   cloud   appears   below   the   first   two   circles.  
TIM:   Water   is   a   good   example   of   matter,   because   its   three   states   are   all   pretty   common.  
The   screen   is   divided   into   three   rectangles   by   vertical   lines.   In   the   first   rectangle,   an   ice   cube   tray   and   some   ice   cubes   are   shown.   In   the   second  
rectangle,   water   is   shown   coming   out   of   a   faucet.   In   the   third   rectangle,   a   kettle   is   shown   with   water   vapor   coming   out   of   the   spout.  
TIM:   Its   solid   form   is   ice,   its   liquid   form   is   water,   and   its   gaseous   form   is   steam,   or   water   vapor.  
As   Tim   says   “solid,”   the   images   in   the   second   and   third   rectangles   become   slightly   shaded.   When   Tim   says   “water,”   the   second   rectangle   brightens.  
When   Tim   says   “gaseous,”   the   third   rectangle   brightens.  
TIM:   Like   all   matter,   water   changes   states   due   to   changes   in   temperature   and   pressure.  
Tim   is   standing   in   the   kitchen.  
TIM:   But   its   chemical   properties   remain   the   same   —   a   molecule   of   ice   is   the   same   as   a   molecule   of   water.  
A   Dotted   line   extends   from   an   ice   cube   and   a   glass   of   water   to   a   dotted   circle,   which   is   positioned   between   them.   The   contents   of   the   circle   show   that  
both   the   ice   cube   and   water   contain   one   large   purple   sphere   and   two   smaller   blue   spheres   clustered   together.  
TIM:   State   change   is   a   purely   physical   change.  
Tim   is   shown   standing   in   the   kitchen.   The   phrase   “physical   change”   appears   on   the   bottom-right   corner   of   the   screen.   Moby   sneaks   into   the   kitchen  
holding   a   squirt   gun.  
TIM:   Hey!   I   said   no   funny   stuff.  
Tim   turns   towards   Moby.   As   Tim   turns,   Moby   hides   the   squirt   gun   behind   his   back,   looks   up   and   to   the   left,   and   starts   whistling.   Tim   points   at   Moby.  
TIM:   Give   me   the   squirt   gun.  
Tim   turns   his   hand   so   that   his   palm   is   facing   up.  
MOBY:   Beep.  
Moby   takes   the   squirt   gun   from   behind   its   back   and   frowns   at   Tim.  
TIM:   Molecules   of   ice   are   bonded   tightly   to   one   another,   in   a   structure   called   a   crystal   lattice.  
An   ice   cube   is   shown   in   the   upper-left   corner   of   the   screen.   A   close-up   view   of   the   ice   molecules   is   shown   in   a   circle.   Inside   the   circle,   an   array   of  
spheres   is   shown.   The   spheres   are   vibrating   in   place.   When   Tim   says   “crystal   lattice,”   the   phrase   “crystal   lattice”   appears   in   the   bottom-right   corner  
of   the   screen.  
TIM:   These   molecules   all   contain   energy   —   and   that   energy   makes   them   vibrate!  
The   crystal   lattice   of   spheres   is   magnified   until   it   fills   the   screen.  



TIM:   Wait   a   minute   .   .   .   where’s   the   ice?  
Tim   is   standing   in   the   kitchen.  
MOBY:   Beep!  
Moby   is   standing   in   the   kitchen.   It   shrugs   its   shoulders   and   the   lights   on   its   chest   blink.  
TIM:   Are   you   sure?  
Tim   pushes   the   middle   light   on   Moby’s   chest.   The   button   makes   a   click   and   a   panel   slides   down   in   the   middle   of   Moby’s   chest.   Behind   the   panel  
there   is   a   bag   of   ice   labeled   “ACME   ICE.”  
TIM:   You   were   gonna   put   this   in   my   pants,   weren't   you?  
MOBY:   Beep.  
Moby   is   shown.  
TIM:   When   you   heat   the   ice,   you   give   these   molecules   more   energy.  
A   pot   is   shown   on   a   gas   range.   There   is   a   flame   under   the   pot.   An   ice   cube   falls   into   the   pot   with   a   clink.   When   Tim   says   “give,”   the   pot   changes   to  
show   a   cross-section.   The   ice   cube   is   visible   in   the   center   of   the   pot.   A   dot   appears   on   the   ice   cube.   A   dotted   line   extends   up   and   to   the   right   from   the  
dot   to   a   dotted   circle   showing   crystal   lattice.  
TIM:   They   begin   vibrating   faster   and   faster.  
The   spheres   start   vibrating   faster.  
TIM:   Finally,   they   break   free   of   their   bonds.  
When   Tim   says   “break,”   the   dotted   circle   turns   yellow   for   a   moment   and   then   the   spheres   are   shown,   but   the   crystal   lattice   pattern   is   broken   and   they  
move   about   freely.   They   are   also   vibrating   faster   than   they   were   in   the   lattice.  
TIM:   When   all   the   bonds   have   broken,   the   water   molecules   are   free   to   flow   past   one   another.   And   the   ice   is   now   liquid   water!  
The   bottom   of   the   ice   cube   in   the   pot   begins   to   spread   out   and   the   cube   becomes   a   puddle.  
TIM:   That’s   called   melting.  
On   screen   text   reads:   melting.  
TIM:   And   the   temperature   at   which   a   solid   substance   melts   into   a   liquid   is   called   its   melting   point.  
Tim   and   Moby   are   shown   in   the   kitchen.   On   screen   text   reads:   melting   point.  
TIM:   Every   element   or   compound   has   its   own   unique   melting   point.  
A   lit   candle,   an   ice   cream   cone,   and   an   ice   cube   in   a   puddle   of   water   appear   on   screen   as   Tim   is   talking.  
TIM:   The   melting   point   of   water   is   zero   degrees   Celsius,   or   32   degrees   Fahrenheit.  
The   video   zooms   in   on   the   ice   cube   in   a   puddle.  
MOBY:   Beep?  
Moby   is   shown   standing   in   the   kitchen.  
TIM:   Check   this   out.  



A   cross   section   of   a   pot   containing   ice   cubes   is   shown   on   top   of   a   lit   burner   on   a   gas   range.   A   vertical   black   line   appears   on   the   left   side   of   the   screen  
and   moves   to   the   right,   creating   a   narrow   rectangle.  
TIM:   If   you   stick   a   thermometer   in   the   ice   as   it   melts,   you’ll   notice   something   interesting.  
A   thermometer   moves   down   from   the   top   of   the   screen   into   the   pot   of   ice.   A   magnified   view   of   the   thermometer   is   shown   on   the   left.   The   lowest   tick  
mark   is   labeled   20   and   is   slightly   longer   than   the   tick   mark   above   it.   Every   fifth   tick   mark   is   the   same   length   as   the   tick   mark   labeled   20.   The   second  
longer   tick   mark   above   the   one   labeled   20   is   labeled   10   and   the   second   tick   mark   above   that   is   labeled   zero.   The   red   liquid   inside   each   thermometer  
extends   between   the   tick   mark   labeled   10   and   the   shorter   tick   mark   below   it.  
TIM:   The   ice   starts   out   at   around   minus   10   degrees,   and,   as   it’s   heated,   the   temperature   climbs   to   zero   degrees   Celsius.  
The   number   10   on   the   thermometer   changes   to   be   red.   Then   the   ice   in   the   pot   begins   to   melt.   The   number   10   is   no   longer   red   and   the   red   liquid   in   the  
thermometer   rises   to   the   tick   mark   labeled   zero.  
TIM:   But   then,   it   just   stays   at   zero   —   even   though   the   flame   on   the   stove   is   on   full-blast!  
The   ice   cubes   in   the   pot   continue   to   melt.  
TIM:   The   temperature   doesn’t   start   rising   again   until   all   the   ice   melts.  
The   ice   continues   to   melt.   Once   there   are   no   ice   cubes   left,   the   red   liquid   in   the   thermometer   begins   to   rise.  
TIM:   As   long   as   there’s   some   ice   left,   all   that   extra   energy   goes   into   breaking   the   bonds   that   hold   the   crystal   lattice   together!  
Tim   is   shown   in   the   kitchen.  
TIM:   This   extra   energy   is   called   the   heat   of   fusion.  
On   screen   text   reads:   heat   of   fusion.  
MOBY:   Beep?  
TIM:   Well,   the   process   of   turning   a   liquid   into   a   gas   is   —   hey,   what’s   with   the   hose?  
Moby   begins   to   lift   a   hose   with   a   spray   nozzle   on   it   until   Tim   says   hey.   Then   Moby   lowers   the   hose   off   the   screen.  
MOBY:   Beep?  
TIM:   The   one   that   you’re   hiding   behind   your   back.   You’d   better   take   it   back   outside   before   Mom   flips   out.  
Tim   and   Moby   are   shown.   Moby   is   holding   a   hose.  
TIM:   Anyway,   gas   molecules   have   more   energy   than   liquid   molecules.   Liquid   molecules   are   attracted   to   one   another   and   tend   to   clump   together.  
A   cloud   is   shown.   Below   the   cloud,   a   raindrop   is   shown.   A   dot   appears   on   the   raindrop.   A   dotted   line   extends   to   the   right   from   the   dot   to   a   dotted  
circle.   Inside   the   circle,   spheres   are   shown   vibrating   around.   Some   of   the   spheres   are   touching   one   another.  
TIM:   But   gas   molecules   bounce   around   randomly.  
The   dot,   dotted   line,   and   circle   disappear.   A   dot   appears   on   the   cloud.   A   dotted   line   extends   to   the   right   from   the   dot   to   a   dotted   circle.   Inside   the  
circle,   spheres   are   shown   moving   quickly   and   randomly   across   the   sphere.   The   number   of   spheres   varies   between   two   and   five.  
TIM:   To   turn   a   liquid   into   a   gas,   you’ve   got   to   add   enough   energy   to   overcome   the   forces   of   attraction   between   those   molecules!  
Tim   and   Moby   are   standing   in   the   kitchen.  



TIM:   That   energy   is   called   the   heat   of   vaporization.  
On   screen   text   reads:   heat   of   vaporization.  
TIM:   When   we   add   heat   to   water,   its   temperature   rises   until   it   hits   the   boiling   point   —   the   point   where   it   starts   turning   into   a   gas.  
A   cross   section   of   a   pot   containing   water   is   shown   on   top   of   a   lit   burner   on   a   gas   range.   There   is   a   thermometer   in   the   pot   of   water.   A   magnified   view  
of   the   thermometer   is   shown   to   the   left.   The   mercury   in   the   thermometer   rises   and   can   be   seen   in   the   magnified   view   starting   from   negative   20  
degrees   and   beginning   to   aggressively   climb.  
TIM:   For   water,   that’s   100   degrees   Celsius,   or   212   degrees   Fahrenheit.  
The   magnified   thermometer   shows   the   number   100   before   the   mercury   stops.  
TIM:   The   temperature   stays   constant   until   all   the   water   turns   to   vapor.  
MOBY:   Beep?  
Moby   is   shown   in   the   kitchen.  
TIM:   Sometimes   substances   change   directly   from   a   solid   into   a   gas.   That’s   called   sublimation.  
On   screen   text   reads:   sublimation.  
TIM:   It   doesn’t   usually   happen   with   water   —   but   you   can   see   it   with   something   called   dry   ice.  
A   white   cube   is   shown.   White   clouds   rise   from   the   cube.   On   screen   text   reads:   dry   ice.  
TIM:   Dry   ice   is   solid   carbon   dioxide.   At   room   temperature,   it   turns   directly   into   a   cloudy   white   gas.  
The   screen   pans   from   the   cube   up   to   just   show   the   white   clouds.  
TIM:   It   doesn’t   go   through   its   liquid   state   at   all!  
Tim   is   show   in   the   kitchen.  
TIM:   Sometimes   dry   ice   is   used   to   make   artificial   smoke   at   places   like   concerts   or   Halloween   haunted   houses.  
A   person   is   shown   in   a   witch   costume   stirring   a   cauldron   that   emits   clouds   of   white   smoke.  
MOBY:   Beep!  
Tim   and   Moby   are   standing   in   the   kitchen.  
TIM:   You   have   dry   ice?   Cool!   Can   I   see   it?  
Moby   looks   at   Tim,   a   clank   is   heard,   and   white   clouds   come   out   of   Moby’s   ears.   Tim   and   Moby   are   covered   by   the   clouds.  
TIM:   How   did   I   know   that   was   gonna   happen?  
 
 

FORCES   MOVIE   TRANSCRIPT  
 



 
Text   reads:   The   Mysteries   of   Life   with   Tim   and   Moby  
 
A   robot,   Moby,   leads   a   blindfolded   boy,   Tim,   to   an   airport   runway.  
 
TIM:    Man,   I   can't   wait   to   see   what   my   birthday   activity   is   this   year.  
 
MOBY:    Beep.  
 
TIM:    You're   the   best   robot   pal   a   kid   could   ever–  
 
Moby   removes   Tim's   blindfold.   Tim   sees   they   are   at   the   X-Treme   Rush   Skydiving   Center.  
 
TIM:    No.  
 
MOBY:    Beep.  
 
TIM:    I,   think   I   might   just   answer   this   letter.  
 
Tim   reads   from   a   typed   letter.  
 
TIM:    Dear   Tim   and   Moby,   If   forces   are   invisible,   how   do   we   know   they   exist?   And   how   do   they   work?   Thanks,   Katelin   C.  
 
TIM:    Forces   are   at   work   all   the   time,   acting   on   everything   around   us.   We   can't   see   them,   but   some   of   their   effects   are   pretty   obvious.   Like   any   time  
an   object   changes   speed   or   direction.  
 
A   split   animation   shows   a   skydiving   man   pulling   his   parachute   cord   and   an   overhead   view   of   a   plane   making   a   turn   on   a   runway.  
 
MOBY:    Beep?  
 
TIM:    At   its   most   basic,   a   force   is   a   push   or   a   pull.   And   it   always   involves   two   or   more   objects.   Something   providing   the   push   or   pull,   like   Moby.  
And   the   thing   it   affects,   like,   um,   me.  



 
Moby   is   trying   to   push   a   resisting   Tim   toward   an   airplane   hangar.  
 
MOBY:    Beep?  
 
TIM:    Well,   it's   never   really   that   simple.   Objects   usually   have   lots   of   forces   acting   on   them   at   the   same   time.   Each   one   has   a   magnitude,   the   size   of  
the   force,   and   a   direction.   Put   in   fancy   science   terms,   we   say   force   is   a   vector   quantity.  
 
Arrows   point   toward   each   other   below   Tim   and   Moby.   The   arrows   are   different   colors,   red   under   Tim,   green   under   Moby.  
 
MOBY:    Beep.  
 
TIM:    Like   right   now   we   are   pushing   equally   hard,   in   opposite   directions.   Our   forces   are   in   balance,   canceling   each   other   out.   That's   why   I'm   not  
moving.   The   sum   of   the   forces,   or   net   force,   is   zero.  
 
MOBY:    Beep?  
 
A   dial   appears   above   the   arrows   and   points   to   zero.  
 
TIM:    Zero   Newtons   to   be   precise.   That's   the   unit   we   use   to   measure   force.  
 
Both   Moby   and   Tim's   arrows   are   labeled   "100   N"   and   "Newtons"   appears   on   the   dial.  
 
TIM:    It's   named   after   Isaac   Newton,   the   physicist   who   figured   a   lot   of   this   stuff   out.  
 
Newton   appears   and   winks.  
 
MOBY:    Beep.  
 
TIM:    To   get   me   in   motion,   you'd   need   to   exert   an   unbalanced   force   on   me.  
Aaack!   That's   any   push   or   pull   where   the   net   force   is    not    zero.  
 



Moby   pushes   Tim   forward.   The   dial   measures   100   on   Moby's   side   and   his   arrow   reads   200N   versus   Tim's   100N.   Moby   then   walks   Tim   to   an   old  
propeller   plane   that   has   a   robot   pilot.  
 
PILOT:    Twang.  
 
TIM:    I   am   not   getting   in   that   thing.  
 
Tim   and   Moby   appear   inside   the   plane   wearing   skydiving   gear.  
 
TIM:    What?!  
 
Moby   places   a   helmet   on   Tim's   head.  
 
MOBY:    Beep?  
 
TIM:    You're   just   trying   to   distract   me,   but   fine.  
 
The   plane   is   taxiing   on   the   runway.  
 
TIM:    Right   now,   there   are   three   main   forces   accounting   for   our   movement.   The   engines   are   pulling   the   plane   forward.  
 
A   thick   green   arrow   points   in   the   direction   the   plane   is   moving.  
 
TIM:    There's   friction,   the   resistance   a   surface   puts   on   anything   sliding   over   it.  
 
A   thin   red   arrow   points   to   the   wheel   in   the   opposite   direction   of   the   plane's   movement.  
 
TIM:    And   drag,   which   is   basically   the   friction   of   air   molecules.  
 
A   thin   red   arrow   points   above   the   plane   in   the   opposite   direction   of   the   plane's   movement.  
 
MOBY:    Beep?  



 
TIM:    Yeah,   you   would   think   the   force   of   the   engines   must   be   greater   than   friction   and   drag.   After   all,   we're   moving   forward.  
 
A   greater   than   sign   is   placed   between   the   thick   arrow   representing   the   engine's   force,   and   the   two   smaller   arrows   representing   friction   and   drag.  
 
TIM:    But   notice   how   still   it   feels   in   here?   If   the   forces   were   out   of   balance,   we'd   feel   the   push.   And   we'd   be   able   to   observe   its   effects.  
 
Moby   throws   an   apple.  
 
MOBY:    Beep?  
 
TIM:    Well,   we'd   see   a   change   in   the   plane's   speed   or   direction.   The   combination   of   these   two   values   is   called   velocity.   We're   not   speeding   up   or  
slowing   down.   And   we're   heading   in   a   straight   line.  
 
A   split   animation   shows   the   plane's   dial   reading   a   steady   40   and   an   overhead   view   of   the   plane   taxiing   on   a   runway.  
 
TIM:    So,   the   net   force   on   the   plane   is   zero,   same   as   if   we   weren't   moving   at   all.  
 
As   the   plane   taxis   down   the   runway,   an   equal   sign   is   placed   between   the   arrow   representing   engine   forces   and   the   arrows   representing   drag   and  
friction.   The   Newton   dial   reads   zero.  
 
TIM:    We're   gonna   need   to   accelerate   if   this   hunk   of   junk   is   gonna   get   off   the   ground.  
 
PILOT:    Twang.  
 
The   pilot   looks   back   at   Tim   and   Moby   and   pulls   a   lever   up.   Tim   and   Moby,   sitting   in   sideways   placed   seats,   lean   toward   the   back   of   the   plane   as   it  
accelerates.  
 
TIM:    In   physics,   acceleration   isn't   just   speeding   up.   It's   any   change   in   velocity,   including   speedups,   slowdowns,   and   turns.  
 
Split   views   show   the   different   ways   Tim   and   Moby's   bodies   react   to   the   types   of   acceleration   Tim   describes.  
 



TIM:    There's   a   reason   you   can   feel   it   when   a   car,   or   a   plane,   accelerates.   It   means   there's   an   unbalanced   force   being   applied   to   it,   and   to   you.  
 
The   plane   lifts   off.  
 
MOBY:    Beep.  
 
TIM:    Yup,   the   plane   has   to   generate   enough   upward   force   to   overcome   gravity.   It's   a   little   different   than   the   forces   we've   talked   about   so   far.  
 
An   upward   pointing   green   arrow   appears   above   the   plane,   a   downward   pointing   red   arrow   below   it.  
 
TIM:    Friction,   drag,   you   pushing   me,   those   are   all   contact   forces.   They're   between   objects   that   are   touching.  
 
Images   illustrate   these   forces.  
 
TIM:    Gravity   is   a   non-contact   force:   it   can   affect   objects   that   are   separated,   like   the   earth   and   this   plane.  
 
A   view   from   space   shows   arrows   representing   gravity   pointed   toward   the   earth.  
 
TIM:    Magnetism   and   the   electrical   force   are   non-contact,   too.  
 
Images   show   north   and   south   poles   of   a   magnet   attracting   each   other,   and   negative   poles   attracting   positive   poles   in   electrical   forces.  
 
MOBY:    Beep.  
 
TIM:    Like   all   non-contact   forces,   gravity   acts   through   a   field:   an   invisible   area   of   influence.   Fields   get   weaker   the   farther   out   you   go   from   their  
source.  
 
An   image   of   fields   around   the   earth   illustrates   what   Tim   describes.  
 
TIM:    But   even   way   up   here,   Earth's   gravitational   field   is   still   plenty   strong.   Which   is   why   I   am   absolutely   not   goooo,   arrggllle   barrrrgglllee.  
 
Tim   goes   into   freefall   after   Moby   bumps   him   out   of   the   open   door   of   the   plane.   His   face   becomes   distorted   from   the   wind.   Moby   looks   at   him   from   out  



of   the   plane,   then   jumps   and   falls   into   a   controlled   dive.  
 
TIM:    Aahhhhhhhh!  
 
MOBY:    Beep.  
 
Moby   is   next   to   Tim   as   they   both   free   fall.  
 
TIM:    Oh,   hi.  
 
Moby   opens   a   panel   in   his   arm.   A   Newton   dial   points   to   1000.  
 
TIM:    Yep,   the   gravitational   force   is   pulling   us   down,   hard.  
 
Thick   downward   green   arrows   appear   underneath   each   of   them.  
 
TIM:    It's   opposed   by   drag,   which   is   resisting   our   downward   motion.  
 
Thinner   upward   red   arrows   representing   drag   appear   above   them.  
 
TIM:    The   two   forces   are   way   unbalanced;   that's   why   we're   still   accelerating.   But   the   faster   we   go,   the   more   drag   increases.  
 
The   upward   arrows   get   thicker   while   the   downward   arrows   get   slightly   thinner.   The   downward   arrow   is   still   thicker   than   the   red.  
 
TIM:    Eventually,   those   two   forces   will   fall   into   balance.   There   we   go.  
 
The   upward   and   downward   arrows   become   the   same   thickness.  
 
MOBY:    Beep?  
 
TIM:    Our   velocity   is   steady,   which   means   we've   stopped   accelerating.   So   the   net   force   on   us   is   now   zero.  
 



The   Newton   dial   in   Moby's   arm   reads   zero.  
 
TIM:    That's   why   it   doesn't   feel   like   we're   falling   anymore.   More   like   floating.  
 
MOBY:    Beep?  
 
TIM:    When   we   pull   our   cords,   our   parachutes   will   increase   drag.   So   there   will   be   a   sudden   unbalanced   force   upward.  
 
Right   after   Tim   and   Moby   pull   their   cord,   the   upward   arrow   representing   drag   becomes   very   thick.   They   go   from   a   lying   down   position   with   arms  
raised   to   standing   position.  
 
TIM:    But   as   we   slow   down,   drag   decreases.   Eventually,   drag   and   gravity   balance   again,   and   our   velocity   levels   off.  
 
The   upward   arrows   thin   out   and   become   the   same   size   as   the   downward   arrows.  
 
TIM:    Hey,   you   know   what?   This   was   the   best   birthday   present   ever.  
 
MOBY:    Beep.  
 
A   birthday   cake   attached   to   a   parachute   appears   between   Tim   and   Moby.  
 
TIM:    Oh,   you.  
 
A   heart   shape   encloses   them   as   they   descend   towards   the   ground.  
 
 

NEWTON'S   LAWS   OF   MOTION   MOVIE   TRANSCRIPT  
 
The   opening   scene   shows   a   robot’s   feet   having   wheels   pop   out   of   them   to   form   roller   blades.  
TIM:   Thanks,   Moby!  



The   scene   changes   to   show   a   young   man,   Tim,   and   a   robot,   Moby.   Moby   rolls   by   giving   Tim   a   piece   of   paper.  
<Crash!>  
Tim   then   looks   over   at   Moby   crashing   into   something   and   closes   his   eyes.  
TIM:   Hey   Tim   and   Moby,   Can   you   tell   me   about   Isaac   Newton’s   three   laws?   From   Jerome.  
The   camera   focuses   on   the   letter   that   Tim   is   reading.  
TIM:   Well,   Isaac   Newton   was   a   scientist   who   lived   in   the   17th   century.  
Tim   addresses   the   camera   while   standing   next   to   a   portrait   of   Isaac   Newton.   He   has   long,   gray   hair   and   a   white   scarf.  
TIM:   We   have   a   whole   movie   about   him   so   you   should   check   it   out.   Anyway,   Newton   came   up   with   three   laws   of   motion   that   can   be   used   to   explain  
how   and   why   stuff   moves.  
Tim   addresses   the   camera.  
MOBY:   --Beep.  
Moby   rolls   up   to   Tim.   Moby   is   holding   onto   his   head.   The   crash   caused   him   to   dent   his   forehead.  
TIM:   Well,   yeah,   these   laws   are   still   in   use   today,   so   I'd   say   he   was   pretty   smart.   Newton’s   first   law   states   that   “an   object   in   motion   will   stay   in  
motion,   and   an   object   at   rest   will   stay   at   rest   unless   an   unbalanced   force   acts   on   it.”  
A   slide   labeled   “newton’s   first   law”   is   shown.   The   Newton’s   first   law   is   stated   on   the   screen.  
TIM:   You   probably   don’t   think   about   it   this   way,   but   when   a   car   is   moving,   everything   in   it   and   on   it   is   moving   along   at   the   same   speed.  
The   scene   shows   Tim   sitting   in   the   passenger   seat   of   a   moving   car.   A   woman   is   driving.  
TIM:   If   the   car   has   to   stop   suddenly,   the   objects   in   and   on   the   car   will   continue   moving   forward.  
An   animation   shows   the   movement   of   the   car   from   Tim’s   point   of   view,   through   the   windshield.  
TIM:   I   guess   we   should   have   tied   those   on   tighter.  
The   scene   shows   a   side   view   of   the   car   as   it   drives.   Skis   are   tied   to   the   roof.   The   driver   makes   a   sudden   stop   due   to   a   UpperWord   U   F   O   flying  
overhead.   The   skis   become   untied   and   fall   of   the   top   of   the   car.  
TIM:   An   object’s   forward   motion   will   continue   until   an   unbalanced   force   acts   in   the   opposite   direction   to   stop   it.  
An   animation   shows   a   circle   moving   in   horizontal   direction.   An   arrow   passes   through   the   circle   going   in   the   opposite   direction,   causing   the   circle   to  
slow   down   and   stop.  
TIM:   So,   our   seat   belts   provided   the   unbalanced   force   that   stopped   our   bodies   from   moving   forward.  
The   upper   half   of   the   screen   shows   the   two   parts   of   the   seatbelt   being   connected.  
TIM:   But   those   ropes   didn't   provide   enough   force   to   balance   out   the   skis'   forward   motion.  
The   lower   half   of   the   screen   shows   the   pair   of   skis   falling   off   the   top   of   the   car   once   it   comes   to   a   sudden   stop.  
MOBY:   --Beep?  
The   scene   changes   to   show   Moby   standing   in   front   of   a   table   with   a   small   rock   lying   on   it.   Moby   flicks   the   rock   with   his   finger,   making   it   slide   for   a  
short   distance.  



TIM:   Why   didn't   it   keep   going?   Well,   in   this   case,   the   force   acting   on   the   rock   was   friction.  
The   camera   zooms   in   on   Tim   while   he   is   addressing   Moby.   The   word   “friction”   appears   at   the   top   of   the   screen.  
TIM:   Friction   is   the   resistance   caused   by   any   two   objects   in   contact,   and   it   always   acts   in   the   opposite   direction   of   the   motion.  
The   scene   changes   to   show   the   rock   and   the   surface   of   the   table   closer.   Several   semicircles   are   drawn   on   the   surface   of   the   rock   and   the   surface   of   the  
table   where   the   two   come   in   contact   with   each   other.   An   arrow   above   the   rock   shows   the   direction   of   rock’s   movement   along   the   table.   An   arrow  
below   the   rock   is   added.   It   points   in   the   direction   opposite   the   direction   of   rock’s   movement.  
TIM:   Newton's   second   law   says   “an   object   that   has   an   unbalanced   force   acting   on   it   will   accelerate   in   the   direction   of   that   force.”  
A   slide   labeled   “newton’s   second   law”   is   shown.   Newton’s   second   law   is   stated   on   the   screen.  
TIM:   When   you’re   just   sitting   there,   two   forces   are   acting   on   you   all   the   time.  
The   scene   changes   to   show   Tim   and   Moby   sitting   back   to   back   on   a   sled.   The   ground   is   covered   in   snow   and   Tim   is   wearing   a   hat,   a   scarf,   mittens,  
and   a   warm   jacket.  
TIM:   Right   now,   gravity   is   pulling   our   mass   toward   the   center   of   the   earth   .   .   .   and   the   upward   normal   force   of   the   ground   is   pushing   up   against  
gravity.  
A   simple   diagram   shows   the   two   of   them   in   a   sled   on   top   of   a   steep   hill.   An   animation   adds   an   arrow   pointing   downward.   The   second   arrow   is   added  
and   points   upward.  
TIM:   We   could   sit   here   all   day   and   go   nowhere,   because   these   two   forces   cancel   out.  
Tim   addresses   the   camera   while   still   sitting   in   a   sled   on   top   of   the   hill.  
TIM:   This   hill   is   a   different   story!  
Moby   uses   his   legs   to   move   the   sled   and   the   sled   starts   sliding   down   the   hill.  
TIM:   At   this   angle,   gravity   and   the   normal   force   are   not   canceling   each   other   out.  
An   animation   shows   them   moving   down   the   hill   and   adds   three   arrows   to   represent   the   forces   acting   on   them.   The   first   arrow   points   downward,   the  
second   arrow   points   upward,   perpendicular   to   the   face   of   the   hill,   and   the   third   arrow   runs   along   the   face   of   the   hill   and   points   in   the   direction   of   the  
sled’s   movement.  
TIM:   Gravity   wins   and   we   accelerate.   The   net   force   that’s   acting   on   us   and   making   us   accelerate   is   a   combination   of   the   normal   force   and   gravity!  
The   scene   changes   to   show   Tim.   They   are   still   going   down   the   hill   and   Moby   is   flailing   his   arms   to   balance   the   sled.  
 
TIM:   Look!   Friction!  
The   sled   crashes   into   a   snowbank   and   only   Tim’s   and   Moby’s   legs,   sticking   out   of   the   snow,   are   visible.  
TIM:   Newton's   third   law   is   this:   “forces   always   occur   in   equal   and   opposite   pairs.”  
A   slide   labeled   “newton’s   third   law”   is   shown.   Newton’s   third   law   is   stated   on   the   screen.  
TIM:   When   I   pushed   that   door,   it   pushed   right   back   at   me   with   equal   force.  
Tim   addresses   the   camera   and   pushes   a   door   open   with   his   hand.  



TIM:   The   door   was   the   one   that   moved   because   friction   between   my   feet   and   the   floor   combined   my   mass   with   the   building's   mass.  
A   simple   diagram   of   a   building   is   shown.   A   human   is   standing   on   the   second   floor   pushing   a   door   open   with   his   hand.   The   person’s   feet   and   the  
portion   of   the   floor   where   they   stand   are   circled   in   red.   Two   arrows   of   different   length   are   added.   The   longer   arrow   points   from   the   person   toward   the  
door   and   runs   along   the   person’s   arm.   The   shorter   arrow   points   from   the   door   towards   the   person.  
TIM:   The   door   is   on   hinges,   which   decrease   friction,   so   it   accelerates   open.  
An   animation   shows   a   door   open.  
TIM:   Maybe   if   you   took   off   your   roller   skates.  
The   scene   changes   to   show   Tim   and   Moby   standing   on   different   sides   of   a   door.   Moby   pushes   the   door   with   both   hands,   it   barely   opens   and   then  
closes   again   and   Moby   rolls   away   backwards.  
MOBY:   --Beep!  
TIM:   Or   not.  
The   scene   changes   to   show   Moby   getting   a   running   start   and   rolling   towards   the   door.   The   camera   then   faces   the   door   as   Moby   rolls   toward   it.   At   the  
last   second   Moby   veers   to   the   right   and   misses   the   door.  
TIM:   Oops!   Well,   that’s   about   it   for   Isaac   Newton's   laws   of   motion.   I’m   gonna   get   Moby   an   ice   pack.  
Tim   addresses   the   camera.   The   wall   next   to   the   door   cracks   as   Moby   hits   it   from   the   other   side.  
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